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Why would a scientist pay $4100 for this little coil of wire from Westinghouse? 
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Because it is leading to new discoveries in physics, electric power and space travel. 

The little coil is made with a most remark- directly from a stream of hot gases; build- bulb. But it has twice the strength of an 

able wire. Cooled to 452°F below zero, it ing new kinds of atom smashers; develop- _ electro-magnet weighing 20 tons and us- 

becomes a super-powerful magnet. ing power systems for long-distance space ing 100,000 watts of electricity. 

In labs all over the country, scientists are travel and communications. That's why this little Westinghouse mag- 

using the Westinghouse super-magnet to The Westinghouse super-magnet oper- net is a bargain at $4100, 

explore ideas like generating electric power ates on less power than an ordinary light You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse. 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, 

write to L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.
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This could be the start of something ... BIG! 

If you are completing your BS or MS degree in EE, ME or BOSTON—Advanced Concepts Research and Development On- 

Physics, AC-Milwaukee’s ‘‘Career Acceleration Program” is the the-Job Training Program—AC’s Boston Laboratory is engaged 

perfect way to get your career off the ground .. . and keep it in research projects in avionics, space navigation and inertial 

moving! In just 32 weeks you can become an important member instrument development. This laboratory works from theory 

in one of the aerospace industry's leading developers of inertial to prototype, advancing the state of the art in navigation and 

guidance and navigation systems. Candidates who participate guidance. 

in Program A will attend formal class two hours a day, have one LOS ANGELES—Advanced Concepts Research and Develop- 

hour of supervised study, and spend five hours in AC-Milwau- ment On-the-Job Training Program—AC's Los Angeles Labora- 

kee’s Engineering, Reliability and Manufacturing Divisions. tory is occupied with advanced guidance research for space 

Candidates who participate in Plan B will spend one hour daily vehicles and ballistic missiles, plus research and developmentin 

in formal class work and the remaining seven hours on the job special purpose digital computers. 

in their home departments. For further information on AC's ‘Career Acceleration Program,”” 

Courses include: ADVANCED THERMODYNAMICS, INERTIAL contact your placement office or write Mr. G. F. Raasch, Director 

INSTRUMENTS, DIGITAL COMPUTERS, GUIDANCE EQUA- of Scientific & Professional Employment, Dept. 5753, AC Spark 

TIONS, BASIC ASTRONOMY, TELEMETRY AND DATA ANALY- Plug Division, General Motors Corporation, Milwaukee Ay 

SIS; mathematics to develop an advanced maturity level and Wisconsin. 

undergraduate disciplines, as required. (Judicious selection PhDs, please note: Positions are available in all three AC loca- 

from these courses will be made according to the needs of tions for PhDs, depending on concentration of study and area 

each individual.) of interest. You are invited to contact Mr. Raasch for further 

In addition, AC-Milwaukee has a Tuition Refund Plan which information. 

enables you to improve your skills through additional education. 
Upon satisfactory completion, you will be reimbursed for all INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS NOV. 5 THRU 8. CONTACT YOUR 

tuition costs for courses of study at college level, undertaken PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR APPOINTMENT. 

voluntarily. AC also offers an ‘‘in-plant’’ evening program for 

your personal technical development. 

You will work on these important programs at AC: Titan III 

Guidance System, Titan II Inertial Guidance System, Apollo AC SPARK PLUG & 

Navigation-Guidance System, B-52C&D Bombing-Navigation THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

System, Polaris Navigational Components and other guidance OF GENERAL MOTORS 

and navigation projects for space vehicles, missiles and aircraft. 

Positions also exist for recent graduates at AC’s two advanced MILWAUKEE » LOS ANGELES + BOSTON « FLINT 

concepts laboratories: 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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7 Like everyone else who must meet the opportunities that form a sound basis 
io expanding challenges of science and in- _ for career growth. There are no barriers 

a = dustry today, IBM banks heavily on to individual achievement at IBM. 
— ut . initiative. By initiative, we mean the de- For example, the story of Oliver W. 

at fs sire to forge ahead. We believe this kind Johnson, the young engineer pictured 
— FF ‘| 7 Of initiative benefits not only a corpora- here, demonstrates how an individual 

/ _ ae tion and its customers, but the individ- can apply his full range of talents and 
i —— ‘ ald ual as well. interests at IBM to further his profes- 

: —— ee For IBM, the exercise of initiative re- sional career. Since he first joined IBM, 
. a a Ve sults in an expanding line of products _he has been assigned to several differ- 

, : — el ranging from electric typewriters to _ ent project areas, including: special 
‘ a a Sy complete computer systems. It is evi- =e 7 ” 

: - .] _ dent, too, in the advanced systems for : (~— .. 
ae ae space programs and national defense : “=e , 

— poms which IBM also produces. a 
™ - —e For our customers, it brings new oe 3 a a 

‘ ‘ . kT methods, new efficiencies, and new di- - Ye | 
| e st 4 rections for expansion in step with the 4 | 
Le Vg growing economy of our nation. o 

’ x YY ‘ 4 For the individual, encouragement of | a \ 
" ( . ; . initiative means the fullest possible |. . 

, “O4 ee growth of personal talent, ability, and i y ‘ 
i are stature. In the course of building their  (q™ | 
i professional careers, IBM's engineers : 

cme re eo and scientists are given all the respon- ES < ll ae 
ee sibility they are ready for. In fact, IBM 3 Vel 

, F : Fy encourages each individual to tackle * _— 
Ww progressively tougher problems by pro- _ 

=... ¥  —_—__ viding the stimulating associates, pro- 4 ™~ ~ 
a RE fessional atmosphere, and educational — | 
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[ -- | for at IBM the accent is on initiative — ay i : no matter what type of work, or what me | i 
field of interests. Broad education pro- - — ' x — grams, among the finest to be found in ‘7 : 8 : | < industry, enable each individual to study _ 6 . I _—— ; in his field of specialization or range be- eg y oe 7 | —. yond it as he desires. These educational _ _ , oa - | programs are designed for the individ- xg | | | / _  ual’s personal satisfaction as well as fo | | wy & professional advancement. - — . Bikiens by a IBM offers graduates with degrees in : : a Le | Engineering, Mathematics, and the Sci- o a. oo eo ee es ences exciting assignments with room Cl : . Sel : | __ to move ahead. IBM is an Equal Oppor- : “ | bet.) ‘whi. __ tunity Employer. / a ‘Y P| iS, =a) Education Programs are conducted : a ce @ “4 along the following lines: initial training; " sf ¢ i continuous education to stimulate dew , hf | oF ~*~ - velopment and help prepare for ad- ie L (cutie “" — vancement; master’s and doctoral study QO a. ; transistor circuits, cryogenic develop- with company support. ie 4 i ment, experimental studies on voice See your college placement officer to es La . . » output from computers. He is now be- determine when we will be interviewing 7 a 4 . Z 4 

ing recognized for his success in devel- on campus. We will be glad to discuss - a oping a new method of compressing typical openings and opportunities at 7 vo 4 speech by which time might be saved in IBM. If you prefer, you may write, out- a : voice transmission of data. lining your education and interests, to: me His colleagues in development, re- Manager of College Relations, Dept. 915, a ‘ search, and manufacturing are making IBM Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, _ a the same kind of individual progress, New York 22, N. Y. Po q 
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We go from A (Aubum) to Y (vale) 
This recent Bethlehem Loop Course class includes 202 A \ 

graduates of 78 colleges and universities. They are fresh from Sicacan ii SS 

campuses in 82 states and the District of Columbia . . . from Maine ces | < y” 

to California, from Minnesota to Georgia. Gnas mM N fo ‘ 

If you are interested in a career in the management of a diversified erie SY 7 As BN 

and growing industrial corporation, and if, in all modesty, you consider yourself me bos ‘ aN 

qualified to meet the challenge—consider the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course. ON Ls) J 
ee fase “ 

Most Loopers are Engineers ; | ee 

All the technical degrees indicated here are represented in this Loop class, and in AE easy j 

: 
. oe ‘ 

virtually every Loop class. Of the 202 members, 154 are engineering graduates; phd SY 

twelve have non-engineering technical degrees; and 36 possess business administration, Se 

liberal arts, or other non-technical degrees. 

Your career at Bethlehem Steel might be in steelmaking operations, research, ‘i & ¢®) a 

sales, fabricated steel construction, mining, shipbuilding, or other activities (4 , OSs” 

depending on your specific interests. All require the talents of college trained men. Say > 

You can get a copy of our booklet, “Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop = 

Course,” at your Placement Office, or by sending a postcard to our Personnel 

Division, Bethlehem, Pa. 
An equal opportunity employer Pag 

BETHLEHEM STEEL Bia 
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LINDE Assignment: 

Develop a new surgical tool 
to f | li O Treeze tissue, save lives 

— 5 - . : , : ee 

oe - ion — 2 : 

Ne A ee, sts L ... Cg vy, My / —...... 

ou work on projects that benefit and capabilities in cryogenic systems, ics, biochemistry, crystallography. Be- 
Y inant when you're with Union Linde Division was called upon to de- fore deciding on any job, get to know 

Carbide’s Linde Division. Con- velop and produce the needed cryosur- all that’s going on at Linbe. 
sider this new cryogenic surgical equip- gery device—a precision surgical probe For information, write Recruiting 
ment, for example. It's used by major and a complete system capable of fur- Department, Union Carbide Corpora- 
hospitals in the United States, Canada, nishing controlled cold to the probe. tion, Linde Division, 270 Park Avenue, 
and Europe for treating the symptoms The result is the CE-2 Cryosurgery New York, N.Y. 10017. 
of Parkinsonism and other involuntary Equipment, a fully automatic unit that 
movement disorders. is easy to operate and maintains pre- . . 

Back in 1961, a new surgical tech- selected temperatures reliably. A Linde assignment 
nique, using extremely cold tempera- The CE-2 permits using the ultra- 
tures, was announced to the medical low temperature of liquid nitrogen poses a challenge 
profession. (—320° F.) as a surgical tool with pre- 

In brief, this surgical procedure in- cision and safety in a practical operat- 
volves making a small burr hole in the —_ing range of 98° to —240° F. UNION LINDE 
patient's skull; directing the probe into Work with Line and you work with CARBIDE DIVISION 
the thalamic target; and using liquid ni- heat, cold, pressure, vacuum. You have 
trogen to freeze the appropriate tissue. a choice among programs in cryogen- 

Because of its extensive experience ics, plasmas, Flame-Plating, electron- AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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EDITORIAL STAFF 

Editor 

? Ronatp NepER ce’64 

Are You Interested : — 
Rosert SMitH ce’66 

IN Article Editor 
Par MEAGHER ee’65 

REFRIGERATION? Photo Editors 
Tom Berronc che’66 

HEAT TRAN SFER 9 Tom Waaruik che’66 

5 Staff 

AIR CONDITIONING? Rosert STOELTING me’66 
DonaLp ARNSTEIN mme’66 

H EATI N G ? Cuirton Fonstap ee’65 

HaroLp WEDER me’66 

THERMODYNAMICS? Many Baxen me'66 

CRYOGENICS? * 

BUSINESS STAFF 

If your answer to any or all of these quest- Business Manager 
‘ : ‘ ‘ . Jon ALTMANN ee’65 
ions is YES and if you are a Junior student in 

Mechanical Engineering currently taking Circulation Manager 

M.E./61 or M.E./62 and intend to register in Jack Mercier ee’65 

courses pertaining to the above fields in your 

senior year, TAKE NOTICE. You are eligible to if Advertising Staff . 

CASH IN on your interest by applying for the ENNIS: VERHAAGH me'66 

Gustus L. Larson Tuition Scholarship Award. 

* 
In addition to easing the financal burden of 

your senior year this award will help open the 

door to a rewarding and exciting career in any BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

fields. 
of the above fields GerorcE SELL, Chairman 

See your M.E./61 or M.E./62 instructor for H. J. Scuwepxe, Faculty Advisor 

further details. All applications must be sub- Mechanical Drawing 

mitted by April 15, 1964. j. Ix Aswore 

Electrical Engineering 

Raymonp B. Esser 

Mechanical Engineering 

MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED Davi J. Mack 

Chairman: GALE CuuMury, Louisiana Tech. Engineer, Ruston, Louisiana. Minerals and Metals 

Publishers’ Representatives: LrrreLt-Murray—Barnu.y, Inc., 369 Lexington Ave- 
nue, New York 17, New York. Wayne NEILL 

Second Class Postage Paid at Madison, Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Chemical Engineering 
Acceptance for mailing at a special rate of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act 
of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 

Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering CHARLES G. SaLMon 

Journal Association, 333 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison 6, Wisconsin. Civil Engineering 
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ARTICLES 

The Design of Engines for Motorcycle Racing ...page 18 

Principles of Human Learning .................page 28 
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Science Highlights ............................ page 34 

Girl of the Month ......................+.....page 38 
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ae Assignment: match the performance of our finest 
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»,, automatic drive in a lighter, less expensive version: 
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Result: A new Ford-built 3-speed CE LILLY 
. ALE AIPA EA DOLE AD 

torque converter—ideal AEG why CEE 
WIG, 

‘traveling companion” for our new, “7 

hotter, medium-displacement V-8 engines 

A completely new Ford Motor Company 3-speed Simplified gear case design and a one-piece 

automatic drive for 1964 delivers improved aluminum casting result in a lighter, more 

passing performance... smoother acceleration compact transmission—one that has fewer 

... better start-ups (up to 35% higher torque components and is extremely easy to maintain. 

multiplication in Low) . . . more flexible down- Built to precision tolerances akin to those in 

hill braking . . . quieter operation in Neutral. missile production, the new automatic trans- 

With the introduction of this lighter, highly ‘™/ssion is truly a product of the space age, 
durable and efficient transmission in 1964 and is typical of technical progress at Ford. 
Comet, Fairlane and Ford models, our engi- Another assignment completed; another case 

neers have taken still another step toward of engineering leadership at Ford providing 

putting extra pep per pound into Ford-built cars. fresh ideas for the American Road. 

MOTOR COMPANY 

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

WHERE ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP BRINGS YOU BETTER-BUILT CARS 
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UP? 
It’s your choice. At Dow. The opportu- at Dow as your capabilities can carry you. purchase plans, sickness and accident nities are here, the challenges, the incen- Our activities, our products, and our loca- benefits, life insurance, hospitalization tives. And the rewards, tions are as diverse as the talents of our insurance, annual salary review, pension Whatever your field, engineering, chem- people. Research is continuous at 50sep- and profit-sharing plan, and our educa- istry, biology, mathematics, physics, arate Dow laboratories. We manufacture _ tional refund plan. accounting, business administration, at 30 locations in this country. Abroad, Where do you go from here? If you're journalism—or any one of a hundred our manufacturing and marketing opera- looking for unlimited opportunity, look to others—you'll find at Dow the opportu- tions are located in 26 different countries. Dow. For more information about us, see nity to fulfill the promise that is yours. We serve more than 200 industries with your College Placement Director, or write For Dow values and respects the individ- some 700 items—ranging from chemicals _ the Technical Placement Manager at any ual, encourages independent thinking and plastics to new consumer products. of our locations listed below. The Dow and original research. And, because Sales have increased eightfold since Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan. Dow is organized much like a group of — World War Il. Present plants are being An Equal Opportunity Employer. small companies rather than a single expanded, new ones built. California—Pittsburg * Colorado—Rocky Flats vast corporate complex, recognition And Dow offers not only a stimulating — + Illinois—Madison * Indiana—Pitman-Moore Divi- comes quickly—and along with it, the future, buta rewarding one as well. Many ans Jidlanapsls . poh nee Feaueminets . : . + : lassachusetts—Framingham « jichigan—Mid- 
opportunity to accept ever-increasing of our employee benefit plans are indus- land = Ohio—Packaging’ Division, Cleveland’ « responsibilities. Promotions are made try models, including our periodic stock Oklahoma—Dowell, Tulsa » Texas—Freeport « 
from within. You travel as far and as fast S Virginia—Williamsburg. 
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Zz ‘Velco Means 
: — 1) = : g 

— > nit W Edward G. Whittaker, III received his BS 
y a » 4 ; _ Se _— _ Degree in Engineering Physics from Colorado 

7 “ . I. : University in January of 1963. Shortly there- 

oe 3 f after he joined the Research and Advanced De- 

- a j A velopment Group at Delco as a Physicist. 

ee i as 4 ; ae As Ed puts it, “Believe me, it’s a real chal- 

i iy — . lenge for a guy fresh out of college to see an 

— : — | a idea through from the development stage to the 

sai, N : roa finished product. Here at Delco in my work on 

i ios . | ‘ materials for new semiconductor devices the 

a a. tg / creative experiences are endless—and the at- 

i _ 7 . ae , mosphere seems to encourage your best efforts.” 

4 : es | 4 a : As a college graduate, you too may find excit- 

8 a <8 ing and challenging opportunities in such pro- 

oo — 4 ~s grams as the development of germanium and 

sa os SS a C. silicon devices, ferrites, solid state diffusion, 

* ‘aati il ot creative packaging of semiconductor products, 

2S ie a development of laboratory equipment, relia- 

oa | = | al a © bility techniques, and applications and manu- 

oe a : a a = facturing engineering. 

: 7 ee a If your interests and qualifications lie in any 

% = | ; a of these areas, you’re invited to write for our 

i - yr brochure detailing the opportunities to share 

> — — 1 in forging the future of electronics with this 

a oo 4 a outstanding Delco-GM team. Watch for Delco 

a a = — : | interview dates on your campus, or write to 

: _ : ia, oo : 4 Mr. C. D. Longshore, Dept. 135A, Delco 

b. _ a “_ _. mb —=y 2 Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, 
a i. —— ™ Kokomo, Indiana. 

ie << ol — MQ An equal opportunity employer 

solid state electronics? 

ON Detco Rapto Division or GENERAL Morors CoRPORATION 

X vy Koxomo, INDIANA 

& 
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Moat] _ Now the Monsanto man... 
i £2 Om. 

-_ : a i a fo > 
MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY. i oo : 3a boven HLxb 41, tours 68. Mo" 7 wxBoMN 3-100 ; a Gg 

Fe ee p> 
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ey . 
i ® ap 4ee aaa 

| nw os = \ 
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‘ ae? : ee 
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He’s ready to answer your career questions about 

any or all of these outstanding organizations 

Their products range from chemicals to chemi- your Placement Director now to set up that 
cal fibers...from plastic bottles to nuclear interview when we visit your campus soon. 
sources. Their diverse activities create oppor- Or, write for our new brochure, “You And 
tunities in research, development, engineering, Monsanto,” to Manager, Professional Recruit- 
manufacturing, and marketing. Yet, because ing, MONSANTO, St. Louis, Missouri 63166. 
each is an important member of the Monsanto 
corporate family, the Monsanto Professional 

Employment representative coming to your _ . 
campus is fully prepared to give you complete | _ 
facts on any or all of them . . . show you where  £, 

won may Bn Monsanto 
You will have a better opportunity to learn / _ _ 
more about us...in a single interview. See | 

® 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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With The 

“The man of science appears to be the only man who has something to 
say, and the only man who does not learn how to say it.’—-Sm James M. Barri, 
English novelist. 

How many times today will an engineer or scientist fail to ex- 
press his thoughts satisfactory to his employer, his co-workers, the 
men he is supervising, the public, or even to himself? Or closer to 
home, how many times today will we, as students, ask a question or 
discuss a problem with an instructor in a manner which will call for 
additional explanation because of misunderstanding. 

In industry this inability to express yourself clearly means money, 
time, effort and maybe a promotion lost. In school it means incom- 
plete understanding of some problem and reduced grades. 

How do we overcome this handicap? Simple, by listening, read- 
ing and writing. The first two go hand in hand. By listening and read- 
ing we can develop a useful vocabulary while exposing ourselves to 
many effective styles of expression. 

Writing is the hardest of the three to conquer. Fortunately a tech- 
nical writing course is a requirement at the university but this one 
course is not enough to make us accomplished writers. We should 
look upon the many laboratory reports which we have to turn in as 
an opportunity to improve the writing techniques obtained in the 
technical writing course. 

Then, we should look for other opportunities to practice our writ- 
ing for a different kind of communication. The Wisconsin Engineer 
offers an excellent outlet for technical and non-technical articles 
which may be modifications of material you may have already 
prepared for laboratory experiments or special projects. 

In addition to the pride of accomplishment in producing a good 
article, you also may benefit financially. For example, The Wisconsin 
Engineer gives three awards each year for the best articles. The tech- 
nical societies often have cash awards; there are a number of national 
handling paper awards each year; and the Lincoln Welding Founda- 
tion has an award. Of course, companies are always interested in stu- 
dents who have produced publishable material. 

These are your many opportunities—try one. 

RN. 
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In just a few short months, those | 

new graduates spanned the dis- SOME OF 

tance from the classroom to the Pe - 
space age. They joined with their _ 
experienced colleagues in tack- THE F | | 
ling a variety of tough assign- _ 
ments. On July 20th, 1963, their | 
product went off with a roar that - : 
lasted two solid minutes, provid- _ _ 
ing more than 1,000,000 pounds WERE I . 

of thrust on the test stand. This _ _ 
was part of the USAF Titan III C = a 
first stage, for which United COLLEGES | . | 
Technology Center is the con- - 

tractor. Two of these rockets | _ 
will provide over 80% of all the LIKE YOURS ee | 
tl.rust developed by the vehicle. -. a 
Some of you now reading this _ wean 

page may soon be a part of that \ VEAR AGO Ee Bee" 
program...or a part of other sig- 86 ac 

nificant, long-range programs. : sree hed —— 
@ UTC now offers career oppor- ee 
tunities for promising graduates ee | _ 
at the bachelor’s, master’s, and | a ee pee ct 

doctoral levels in EE, ME, AeroE, ve | 4 i’ 
and ChE. Positions are impor- a } ia 

tant and offer personal and pro- | : mS ah ae 

fessional reward in the areas of i Wii 1 

systems analysis, instrumenta- a 7 Ut i ~ | 
tion, data acquisition, prelimi- pale 7 ae Uy ore | 
nary design, aerothermodynam- Lue jou laaall hs - 
ics, stress analysis, structure tee _— calico 1 
dynamics, testing, propellant a 1S) coe 

development and processing. ll at al od kil ' 

If your idea of a career in the | i : . 
space age includes joining a i ee 

young, vital, aggressive com- " wy : 

pany...then get in touch with sar ae ] A 

us now! If you want to work with ui | CO 
men who can develop and build vi. | a 
a wide variety of sophisticated oy oT = | j 
propulsion systems, write today ma FE. a 

to: Mr. J.W. Waste. 4 : 1 i fe 

fe ee UNITED Se 
TECHNOLOGY =>) 4 |: on _—[ua-t20 

CENTER “| xo 
DIVISION OF UNITED a wl <i Se 

ms P.O. Box 358 - Dept. E, Sunnyvale, California sl a i . 
U,S. Citizenship Required ~ Equal Opportunity Employer |. 4 ‘ 
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NAVAL RESEARCH 
LABORATORY (NRL) 

—heavy emphasis on pure and basic research 
into all the physical sciences under sponsor- 
ship of various government agencies in order 
to increase knowledge of these sciences them- 
selves . . . as well as to improve materials, AN INVITATI oO N TO techniques, and systems for the Navy. 

NAVAL ORDNANCE 
RESEARCH-MINDED PEOPLE Feat ee —conducting RDT & E of complete ordnance 

systems, assemblies, components and ma- 
terials pertaining to existing, pvanced, ad 
Proposed weapons .. . principally to missiles from the and underseas ordnance. Located at White 
Oak, Silver Spring, Md. 

NAVAL WEAPONS 
LABORATORY 

a a —engaged, first, in studying ballistics, astro- 
nautics, and advanced weapons systems 
through research in mathematics, physics, 
and engineering . . . and, second, in working 
on various classified DOD projects with the 
latest computer technology and systems. NWL 
is located at Dahlgren, Virginia. 

NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC 
OFFICE 

oO (e growing programs involving environmental 
investigations of, and new. developments, 
methods, techniques, and equipment in ocea- 
Nnography, hydrography, gravity, magnetism, 
instrumentation, and related navigational sci- ae . ence . . . including charts and publications. ‘You may already be familiar with one or more of the Navy’s research and Was the Navy's Hydrographic Office. development organizations in suburban Washington and nearby communi- 

ties. But this will be your first contact with all EIGHT as an entity ... the DAVID TAYLOR first in a series of personal messages frankly intended to acquaint engineers MODEL BASIN and scientists of almost all disciplines and levels of experience with the un- —a complex of four laboratories (Hydrome- usual advantages offered in common by the U. S. Naval Laboratories of the Shanes, eae Sf uctutal Mechanics; i ion’. and Applied Mathematics) conducting funda- Potomac—in the heartland of the nation’s research effort. mental ‘and applied research into submarine, 
surface ship, aircratt, ara mnissile design 
concepts . . . applied mathematics . . . and Nowhere else can you find . . . related instrumentation. 

@ The opportunity, not occasionally @ The freedom to think and act on but constantly, to work on and contrib- your own initiative, unfettered by the NAVAL PROPELLANT PLANT ute to large-scale programs of national corporate “profit-motive” limitation. —conducts studies in chemistry, chemical significance. 
engineering, chemical process development @ Outstanding—and oftentimes @ A nice blending of stability and op- and pilot plant operation for solid and liquid unique—facilities and equipments, portunity, enhanced by the “fact that Bropellants zacoas yell - na CES ests, backed up by the vast resources of the the Washington area has grown to be- ang, allvets missile bropu sion nl 's from N itself. : eir Indian Head, Maryland, facilities. avy its come one of the four largest private 

@ Broad-ranging responsibilities—far research centers in the nation. 
beyond what you’re likely to find else- NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER where—for a number of programs, or @ Career Civil Service—up to 26 days —responsible for RDT & E of advanced aircraft in a variety of study areas. (Your best paid vacation and 13 days sick leave and airborne weapons systems, with emphasis way to know what’s going on, and to per year, partly-paid insurance pro- on improving carrier operations (esp. launch become widely known yourself.) gram, a yee infiation-proof reti t and recovery), and aircraft radars, radio, . : — es proof retiremen| IFF, data link, computers, ECM, etc. Today, @ The stimulation of the Nation’s policy, ete.—and a variety of graduate nearly half of the professional effort at this Capital, but in suburban areas, out of education programs for advance de- Patuxent River, Maryland, facility is devoted traffic and congestion. grees. to research. 

Send your qualifications and career interests direct to the NAVAL OBSERVATORY Employment Officer (Dep’t C) of the activity in which you are —continued fundamental observations of posi- interested, or watch for Laboratory representatives to interview on campus. tions and motions of celestial bodies . . . If no | | add ececasle d 7 2 basic research in positional astronomy and 0 local address is given, send your inquiry celestial mechanics . . . determination of c/o Department of the Navy, Washington 25, D. C. m\ precise times and frequencies . . . computing : i and publishing astronomical ephemerides and 
A catalogs. 
I 
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Modern physics has identified 34 elementary Perhaps we are the company at which you can 

particles of matter—each with its twin anti-parti- best pursue your career. If you are trained in 

cle. The inevitable two opposing forces that keep _ chemical engineering, electrical engineering, me- 

the universe in balance. chanical engineering, chemistry or physics, we 

We think at the heart of most well-run modern hope you will stop in to see our representative 

companies there are also two opposing and equally — when he visits your campus. Or write directly to 

important forces—freedom and discipline. us, briefly outlining your background. 

Freedom to innovate, to change, develop and Address your correspondence to: Mr. Edmond 

invent. Plus the discipline to stick to the facts, to J. Corry, Supervisor of College Relations, Celanese 

stick to the problem, to stay within the budget. Corporation of America, 522 Fifth Avenue, 

At Celanese we try to combine freedom and dis- | New York 36, New York. Colanese® 

cipline to better serve our customers, our share- an EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

holders, and our employees. CoP avncse. 

CHEMICALS FIBERS POLYMERS PLASTICS 
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’ RCA’s 

RCA Laboratories located in  ciplinary research in image presen- films, magnetic devices, solid state 
Princeton, New Jersey, is the research _ tation, electroluminescence and circuits, and computer theory. 
headquarters for the Radio Corpora- photoconductivity. 
tion of America. The major emphasis m INTEGRATED ene 
at the Laboratoriesis onsolvingfunda- lH PROGRAMMING RESEARCH— vestigation of new and novel tech- 
mental problems with a large percent- ‘Investigation into algebraic ma- niques oa ee aS SIs, 
age of the research program devoted _nipulation, compiler technique, integrated circuits and devices. 
to electronic materials and devices. formulation. of executive and m LASER COMMUNICATIONS— 
The Laboratories’ steady rate of monitor routines. Fundamental studies in quantum 
growth presents an opportunity for mp_LASMA PHYSICS—Theoretical nolge affects, and complex light 
advanced-degree candidates in Physics, 5 oe 5 modulation systems, . : and experimental studies in the oo. . . Chemistry, Mathematics and Electrical gaseous and solid state. You are invited to investigate these 
Engineering to take part in research and other interesting opportunities 
in the following areas: M THEORETICAL PHYSICS—Funda- within RCA Laboratories by either 
m@ MATERIALS SYNTHESIS—Explora- mental research in solid state writing to the Administrator, Gradu- 

tory synthesis and crystal growth of Physics. ie eect AG semestne anes 
new electronically active materials. ml COMPUTER RESEARCH—Emphasis feBresentative when he visits your 

m@ SOLID STATE DISPLAYS—Interdis- | on superconductive devices, thin university. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME 

IN ELECTRONICS 
® 
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By Hedley J. Cox, ME-4 
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Hedley Cox is from Birmingham, England and has been in the United States for 7 years. He used to be a 

motorcycle racing mechanic and has raced a few times himself both in England and Canada. After graduation he 

plans to stay in the U.S. The above picture is Hedley racing in England. 

OTOR-CYCLE road racing How do they keep up such speeds | THE MANUFACTURER'S VIEWPOINT ‘ - & y Pp UF IE 
is a thrilling a fascinat- for : iles or a? is a ml e anc be in at for two hundred miles or more? What ‘riakes a imotor-cycle fac- 

the d ng ome ttl a Ee fe the Some of the finest engineers in tory decide to support racing? This 
te desperate battles to win The the industry have applied their is 7 Hi j < 

races, and the more knowledge- brains to ie wcatiine st the fnter- is a complex question, and_ has 

able enthusiast follows the contest = busti 8 There ‘S, grown more so with the years. In 

between the different makes with nal combustion engine. There 3s the early days, the pioneer makers 

keen interest. But the engineer has little doubt that the type used in would “hot-up” one of their ma- 

a much deeper interest. How can the racing motor-cycle has bene- chines, as well as they knew how, 

such fantastic speeds be squeezed fitted from this, because it is the for one of their enthusiastic cus- 

from such small engines? How are most powerful normally-aspirated tomers, for a price, of course. But 

the motor-cycles steerable at all? engine of its size in the world. motor-cycles then were extremely 
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unreliable, and slow, so, apart from “something” about them that oth- _ two-strokes, he should pick a four- 
the money realized from their cus- ers do not. Perhaps it is the accu- stroke. Two-strokes have ra rely 
tomer, the makers gained nothing. racy of the steering, the ability to done well in road racing, as once 
It was not long, however, that they hold full throttle dependably for they get away from the simple, 
began to realize that if one of their long periods, or the “taut” feeling low-powered, three-port crankcase 
bikes won a race, they would of being one with their riders, compression design, they. become 
immediately sell at lot more to the Whatever it is, they have it. The so involved and complicated in de- 
general public. The public, in early, crude motor-cycles, barely sign, that they are for two-stroke effect, said to themselves, “Blank’s able to reach 40mph, and having svecialists only, and even then, 
bikes must be good, because they to be pedaled up hills, have grown they hardly ever beat the four- 
beat all the others in the big race into the modern projectile, capable strokes, 
last week.” of over 150 mph, but having ex- 

So makers started to give assist- actly the same engine size. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS OF 
ance to those who raced _ their The story of the design of such ENGINE DESIGN products, and widely advertised a machine is fascinating, Behind it First Thoughts 
their successes. They reaped a rich all, of course, lies the desire of the : 
harvest, because not only did they manufacturer to beat his rivals. Here is an engine, its swept vol- 
sell more if they won, but as they He is paying the piper, so he will ume no more than 500cc—equal to applied the lessons they had Call the tune. His is the ultimate 30.5 cubic inches—about the size 
learned in racing to their standard decision, to race or not? of a fair-sized kitchen cup. From 
machines, these were improved in Let us say a manufacturer has it, to be competitive, must be their turn, and customers could decided to enter racing, perhaps to squeezed about 55. brake horse- 
easily see for themselves that the increase his sales, which may have power, perhaps more. 
racing makers turned out better been lagging. The first question is, Several factors are basic. First, bikes. The extra research cost what shall he race? Shall he “hot the engine must be reliable. “They 
something, but they gained far up” one of his standard bikes? count the winners at the finishing 
more. Any success would at once demon- line” is an old dictum, but true. If 

Fairly early, too, enthusiasts strate their superiority. But in you can't finish, you can’t win. from different countries got to- modern racing, success for a stand- This means reliability at maximum 
gether and formulated rules, under ard machine is just about impos- power for two hundred and fifty which they would compete against sible. Shall he then, call in his de- miles. A rule of thumb is that eight each other. So started the Federa- signer, and bid him design a world hours at full load and maximum 
tion Internationale Motocycliste, beater, regardless of cost, with no speed on the test bench will ensure which now controls all phases of thought of making it similar to the this. Obviously the engine must be 
the sport in most of the countries bike he sells the public? Success powerful, but the power must be of the world. is what sells, and it is the name usable. Racing engines develop 

They decided to limit the cavac- the public buys, not the dubious their power over a very narrow 
ity of the engine, and to allow similarity to a good racer. But such range of revolutions, and _ this 
only regular pump gasoline, and a machine is expensive and so is range gets narrower, and creeps that was all. Several classes were hiring the best talent to ride it. higher up the scale every year. Be- set up, the engine size for the larg- | And it may not win however hard low 6000 rpm, few engines have est, or “Senior” class being set at his designers work. This is his much power at all, while 9000 rpm 
500 cubic centimetres, the next, or decision. may be their maximum. Getting 
“Junior” class, at 350cc, and there . up into this range imposes severe 
were others at different times, of The Designer's Part strains on the clutch and the rid- 
250cc, 175ec, 150ec, and 125cc. The designer is told to design a ers skill, so the point must be 

Now sportsmen of the world motor-cycle to compete with the remembered. 
could get together and race as — best in international road racing. The engine must also be light. 
hard as they pleased, with equal The manufacturer will have de- Every ounce hampers acceleration 
opportunity. This they did, and cided what type of machine he and braking, so the lightest con- 
the manufacturers supported them, can afford, a “souped-up” standard struction consistent with adequate 
and shouted the superiority of machine, or a “wild-fowl’. This is strength is used, and many parts 
their machines and riders as hard the designer's first restriction. The are specially lightened. This im- 
as they could, for in this way they second is usually the engine size, proves handling, too. If two motor- 
made sales. as the maker will have his eye on cycles have the same power, the 

Today things have changed a particular class, perhaps 250cc, __ lighter one is faster through curves. 
somewhat. Non-racing makers cop- _ perhaps 350cc, or even the 500cc. as well as on acceleration. 
ied many of the improvements of Superchargers and exotic fuels . 
their rivals, as these were rarely are banned from road racing, so How Many Cylinders? 
patentable, and incorporated them. he can forget these. Two-stroke or Assuming that the designer has 
The expense of building and rac- four-stroke? Usually his boss will been given a fairly free hand, his 
ing special bikes became astro- decide this too, on the basis of — choice of engine types is large. His 
nomical. Nevertheless, machines what the company sells. However, engine may have from one to eight 
made by one of the factories that it is no exaggeration to say that, if cylinders, or more if he wishes, 
support competition, do have he has no particular new ideas on and these may lie at many angles 
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to the crankshaft and in the frame. Every advantage listed for the ing of the valves, valve seats of 

He may choose air or liquid cool- twin over the single applies just as harder material must be inserted. 

ing, and there are several different much for the “four” over the twin. For large valves these inserts 

forms of valve arrangement. But now a few more considera- almost touch at the center, so there 

Taking the simplest type first, tions are added. While the four is no room for a plug here. And in 

the single cylinder engine, he has may peak at ten thousand rpm, the side view, the head has some 

a type that can produce a very and its valve opening area may be awkward corners. So the plug is 

high power output, but, like all much larger than that of the single, usually moved to the side, and the 

the others, it has its limitations. the inlet charge tends to be re- chamber made hemispherical, 

The power produced by any en- stricted by the small size of its which is easy to machine. The 

gine is a function of the amount of passages. This is known as “wire- valves are set at an angle, because 

gas burned during each power drawing.” The stem of the inlet they, and the inlet valve in par- 

stroke and the number of times it valve cannot be reduced below a ticular, can be much larger like 

is burned per minute. With the certain size, and it can offer quite this. The angle between the valves 

amount limited to 500cc, the most a large obstruction in the path of is about 60 degrees. 

power comes from the engine that the incoming gases. The whole 

will tum more quickly than the — power unit becomes very large, The Valves 

others. So the aim is to get the and difficult to fit in a motor-cycle The inlet valve is made as large 

highest rotational speed possible frame. Cooling without distortion as possible, which can be over half 

consistent with efficient “filling” of — becomes a big problem and relia- the bore of the cylinder and is 

the cylinder, or volumetric effi- bility with so many moving parts opened as far as possible to allow 

ciency. The engine with the bore is not easy. Four carburetors are — maximum weight of charge to pass. 

approximately equal to, or slightly required, and these must be per- It is kept fairly cool by the incom- 

larger than, the stroke, will tum fectly synchronized. If eight cylin- ing stream of air and fuel. 

more quickly than the “long- — ders are considered, such factors Th | alve has I 

stroke” engine, because of the lat- loom very large. The only “eight” The ex’ haust Marie nas innder 

ter’s high inertia forces and losses ever built and raced was by the opened against a high a er 

in piston friction. Also, with the Italian Moto-Guzzi company. pressure, and As vce whil in a 

larger bore, bigger valves may be Although very fast when going flow of very hot gases w wee ager 

used, which can increase volu- well, it did not steer as it should, So it runs red-hot, and a one © 

metric efficiency. So any “single” and often finished a race on only the most highly stressec tle aE 

chosen will be a high-reviving type seven or fewer cylinders. It was Dents! 10 the engme. - 1 allo ° 

with approximately “square” bore discontinued. a special austenitic steel alloy, as 

and stroke, ordinary steel aie at ee 

* : a ak onc temperatures. The valve gets ri 
Experience has show n that: such THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER of TEE Of ite heat doeualt te a 

engines can give high power out- ented seat, which is made of high- 

puts, and be extremely reliable The Shape a Sth waren 18 an g 

hile doing so. However, com- . conductivity aluminum-bronze. To 

\ | ome Be i nn In the actual designing process, try and keep it cooler, which 
pared with a twin-cylinder engine, 1 io ng : a one 

it will be found that the area of the combustion chamber is the first would allow higher compression 

the inlet valve opening is defi- section to receive detailed consid- ratios to be employed, the exhaust 

. ce fae c " . eration. It embraces not only the valve is sometimes made with a 
nitely less for the single, and in : S 

today’s very high speed engines, combustion space itself, but the hollow stem and head. The space 

the inlet valve area, if not ob- — Passages leading into and out of it, is filled with metallic sodium, 

structed, defines the volumetric and the valve and piston layout, which melts at running tempera- 

efficiency, and so is one of the &%& all these affect the power out- ture. This conducts the heat from 

basic factors in the design. put. The ideal shape is a perfect the head of the valve to the stem, 

But in carburation, no “twin” sphere, with the ignition at the where it is passed out to the valve- 

can compete with a “single,” as the center. Then the flame would guide. The valve-guide is some- 

manifold, with its bends and spread equally through the space. _ times oil cooled, too. Copper can 

changes of section, is very ineffi- Obviously, this is impossible, as be used instead of sodium, but 

cient. If the twin, though, is con- the spark plug must be on the wall does not melt, and is not quite as 

structed as two singles, using two somewhere. The next best design, good. The exhaust valve need not 

separate carburetors, it can theoretically, isthe “pent-roof be opened as far as the inlet, as 

“breathe” as well as the single, it combustion chamber, with the pis- the gas inside rushes out under 

has lower inertia forces due to its ton forming the floor, the plug at pressure, while the inlet gases have 

shorter stroke so its reciprocating the top center, and the valves in- only atmospheric pressure to help 

parts can be lighter and stronger, clined in the flat sides of the them in. 

and its balance can be better. It roof.” The chamber is compact, Two-valve heads have always 

Joses somewhat in mechanical effi- and the flame will spread evenly been superior to three- or four- 

ciency, having two sources of pis- from the plug at the center. How- valve heads in the past, although 

ton friction, twice as many piston ever, some practical difficulties in- three or four valves offer a theo- 

rings and cams, and more bearings trude. For best cooling, the head __yetically larger inlet opening area. 

and gears. On the whole, the bal- is cast in aluminum alloy, and as If two small exhaust valves are 

ance favors the twin. this is too soft to stand the pound- __ used, the single inlet valve can be 
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very large, but the two small detailed attention given to the in- fore the plane enclosing the rear 
valves have to lie radial to the let port, although it should be wheel, and as a result, although 
hemispherical chamber, and the clean and polished. the top end power may be high, mechanism to operate them be- the acceleration suffers. So a com- 
comes rather complicated. If four Breathing 
valves are used, two inlet and two To get as much charge as pos- Inlet TS Exhaust 
exhaust, the narrow: space between sible into the combustion chamber, opens | /0el03es the exhaust seats in the head gets the whole breathing system is care- Nees \ dangerously hot, and the two in- fully “tuned” to be in phase with an haust | coming gas streams obstruct each its various parts. First, a wide Inlet\_— 6875 en 
other and are obstructed by the overlap is given to the valves, they closes : / sides of the head. Moreover, if one are both open together at the end al 

carburetor is used, the port must of the exhaust stroke by as much be divided, and undesirable as 100 degrees. To take advantage Value timing diagram. 
changes of velocity occur. If two of this, inlet and exhaust passages 
hanes oy ane used. if seems Im are carefully adjusted for size and promise has to be worked out on possible to synchronize them prop- Jen sth. When the exhaust valve ee or ‘ : : iS ength. e exhaus wi the test bench. If the engine is be- erly. These difficulties are very - : travels : : opens, a pressure wave travels very ing prepared for a race on a long real, and have prevented the wide rapidly d th haust pipe to ; ae , , - ; _ rapidly down the exhaust pipe tc high speed course, it will probably adoption of more than two valves its open end, and is reflected as a F ao ° e elindse § : R ‘él its op » and Is Sa be fitted with a cylinder head hav- per cyincer in racing. Recently suction wave. When the suction ing a large bore inlet tract. and the Japanese Honda has been en- wave reaches the valve. it will re- & a large b S a ee Sahu ; BH :a8 iteuses av ches the, valve, 1 wu br the exhaust pipe may have a long, joying some success, and as it uses move the burned gases, and if the narrow megaphone. If th GAGS Ge four valves per cylinder, so the inlet valve is open, will suck in ° BAD NONE othe Ye , wilietlea, 3 Inlet valve 1s open, will suck i over a short, twisting circuit, where solution is not final yet. A three- some of the fresh mixt The ex- . 2 ; valve AJS. has also had some °°™ ne fresh mixture. € maximum acceleration is desired, ane ~~ haust valve then has to be shut the head fitted may have a smaller ™ quickly, or this mixture will be inlet tract, and the exhaust system Care always must be taken to wasted down the exhaust pipe, but used may have a small megaphone see that the valves do not foul it does get the column of air and or no megaphone at all. It should each other on full or part lift. This fuel moving. Then the descending be remembered that below the is very possible with the extended piston adds its suction, with the range at which the system is in valve-timings used in racing. And result that when the piston stops resonance, there is very little 
both valves may come dangerously _at the bottom of the stroke, the power at all, and the running is close to the piston. column of air has considerable rough and erratic. 

kinetic energy due to its velocity. 
The Valve Ports The inlet valve is held open until The Piston Crown 

The inlet port should be as ne Piston ae a q eafiis The next matter of concern is straight as possible, and highly listance, whi © the charge cob- ig piston crown. The most effi- lished, to offer as little obstruc- __tinues to pile in, then it is shut : anit . : polished, to otter as little obstruc etek cient shape for the piston crown is tion to the incoming gases as pos- 1 y: flat, to give a hemi-spherical cham- sible. Where there is an unavoid- For best results, the exhaust ber. But a low compression ratio able obstruction, such as the inlet pipe must be a certain diameter results, so pistons have a crown on valve stem and its guide, the port and length, and at its open end them, the shape varying with the is widened gently in this area to must be fitted with a long cone- engine. More is gained from the 
maintain the same area. Different shaped device called a “mega- increase in compression ratio than 
designers have different theories phone.” Also the inlet pipe must is lost by having an inefficient 
on the best shape for the port, have the right diameter and length chamber. Clearance pockets have 
and each one guards his secrets. between the valve and the point to be cut in the crown in order to Work has been done in labora- of fuel entry, and must be fitted miss the valves, and the resulting 
tories to find the best shape to pass with the correct sort of air intake, shape is a far departure from the 
a known volume of air, but the re- usually a bell-shaped fixture. No perfect. The crown should not be 
sults have not been made public. silencing system is used. There is less than 0.250 in. thick, or it may Downdraught ports, inclined at 15 burn through. os a formula that can be used to cal- degrees to the horizontal, are 1 he exh ipe leneth. but 
known to give better cylinder fill- culate the exhaust pipe fength, le Sparking Plugs 
ing, and an offset to the center-line so many factors are involved, & at One 14-qnillinewespatenr sla ives +t harge a rotational — best results can only be obtained ‘als 8 plus, gives the charge a 5 offset to the engine centerline, as “swirl” which promotes turbulence by trial and error on the test . ea : q 

mentioned before, but radial to it, in the chamber. A turbulent charge bench. In general, the shorter the . L. The type of plug i 
; the burned gases from the exhaust pipe, and the bigger the i usual’. fe peg pus Is wery 

scours the bu gases fr exhaust pipe, a SB important. It should have a long walls, and burns more rapidly. inlet port and carburetor, the each so that its inner end is flush 
The exhaust port, because the higher will be the power. But race with the head hemi-sphere and so 

zases flow through it under high regulations now state that the ex- that no sharp thread edges are left g & rE & pressure does not require the same haust pipe must not terminate be- standing out to overheat and start 
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detonation. “Soft” plugs that will of its stroke. Any point later or cooled engines, but this was be- 

stand a lot of oil, slow running, earlier would be wasteful. fore the war, when supercharging 

and a cold engine are used for Summary, Combustion Chamber was allowed. For air cooling, very 

starting and warming up, but in a ' Section deep fins are cast on the cylinder 
; -  HSRE “hard” heads and barrels. It may seem 
race. or in power testing, “hard : : a 

lues are used. The electrodes of By now, enough has been said that these are too deep for the air 
plugs are usec show that many points in the — to get to their roots, but they do 
“hard” plugs are recessed so they to SNOW y P : , i Seas 

: i 2 design of a good racing engine are conduct the heat out from the still 
will stand hard driving better than difficult to decide from theory region of air behind the front 

the “soft” plug, whose exposed alone, Practical experience is in- wheel out into the air stream. And 
electrode tends to overheat. But valuable, and from this comes the they certainly work. . 

the “hard” plug “oils up” more — knowledge that when a new en- Often the engine is inclined in | 
easily, which is more likely to hap- gine is being laid out, plenty of the frame, so that the air will im- 

pen when the engine is cold. room should be allowed for future —_pinge on the center of the cylinder 
A late trend is to use two plugs, modifications. Many decisions will head, another hot part. Some en- 

one each side of the cylinder, depend on the results of bench gines are placed horizontal with 

These do not spark  simultane- tests: the head foremost, and the B.M.W. 

ously, but a micro-second or so On the bench, variations will be flat twin has one cylinder protrud- 

apart. Proponents of the scheme made, one at a time, in valve tim- ing out each side into the air 
declare that it gives better results, ing, piston shape, inlet tract length stream. These types are well 

but this is uncertain yet, and the and diameter, exhaust pipe length, cooled. 

| added complication and inaccessi- megaphone size, ignition timing, The cylinder head is made of 
bility make it seem hardly worth carburetor settings, and all combi- — gast aluminum alloy for maximum 

while. nations of these. When the best heat conductivity combined with 
. setting has at last been obtained strength. The valves have to have 

Compression Ratio for the speed range desired, the inserted seats. The exhaust seat is 

The compression ratio has little COMPEess10n. ratio may gradually made of aluminum-bronze, for con- 

meaning, unless the cylinder is be raised. This will affect many of ductivity, as was mentioned be- 
completely scavenged of burned the variables just mentioned and fore. "The wnlar eae does not have 

gases and filled with fresh charge. many of the tests have to be tun to pass so much heat, but does 

In too many standard engines this @8a™: If the compression ratio iS have to resist the effect of small 

is not so, and therefore they will raised too high, detonation will particles of grit, drawn in in the 

stand compression ratios that begin, and may be recognized both air stream, being hammered on it 
would ruin an engine which had by the tinkling noise made by the by the valve. Aluminum-bronze is 
a high volumetric efficiency. But — ¢neine, and the way in which the 66 soft for this, so austenitic cast 
their power output will be disap- top of the piston remote from the iron 48 uséd. Both materiale have 

pointing. sparking plug becomes eroded. a coefficient of expansion close to 
3 : This is the origin of the phrase a The smaller the cylinder, the «the mice have bee ro that of the head material, so they 

higher the com yression ratio it will ne TES eve ee at it, De are a_ parallel fit, inserted cold & H : cause the top of the piston looks — jfor the head has t heated i 
stand, but the output does not 80 as if it has been nibbled by tiny after the hea nas been cated m 
up in proportion at all. The reason imicel an. oven, and there is no danger of 
for this is that the smaller cylinder : them coming loose. Volumetric effi- 

has a larger surface/volume ratio, ciency seems to improve if the in- 

so more of the work liberated by MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS let seat is slightly proud of the 

the combustion is lost to the cylin- The Cylinder Head surface of the chamber, and the 
der walls. In- fact, the greater e kylinder hea valve seating is kept narrow. The 

power output of multi-cylinder en- Once the basic layout and bench exhaust valve seating can be wider. 
gines is mostly derived from their work have been done, many prob- 
greater volumetric efficiency and — lems of a mechanical nature re- The Cylinder Barrel 
higher rotational speed. quire consideration. The first of Cylinder barrels are made of 

ae . these is the cylinder head. cast aluminum alloy, and are 
The: Ignitian Point The cylinder head is a very vital deeply finned for air cooling. They 

Contrary to widely held opinion, part of the engine. Located in it — must have a liner of cast iron to 

the ignition point on racing en- are the valves, ports, the hemi- take piston wear and thrust. Some- 
gines occurs quite close to top spherical combustion chamber, times the heated iron liner is put 
dead center. This is because the — plug or plugs, and often the valve — in the mould, and the aluminum 
combustion chamber is so well operating mechanism. Some of cast around it. But this may result 
filled with fresh gas, which is so these have already been men- jn warping after the bore has been 
turbulent, that rapid flame travel tioned, machined, and the temperature is 
is assured. Therefore, the gas is Usually, motor-cycle engines are raised in running. A better method 
ignited just a sufficient distance air cooled, and, for this reason, is to insert the liner after the alu- 
before top center so that the flame are placed so that the exhaust port, | minum muff has been machined, 
has spread across the chamber at the hottest region, is facing for- heating the muff, and dropping the 
the instant the piston is at the top ward. There have been liquid liner in cold. The heat path is 
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probably not as good in this case, at high speeds, when they will not oil leaks can occur. To make sure 
but distortion is largely avoided. hold the pressure. It should be that this does not occur, crank- 
The Wellworthy patented “Al-Fin” remembered that the piston gets cases are sealed up after machin- 
process claims a perfect metallic rid of most of its heat through the __ ing by bolting plates over all open- 
bond between the two metals, — rings to the cylinder wall. ings, and a hot solution of a spe- 
making a good heat path, and this cial reactive agent is poured in. 
should be better than the two The Crankcase Then air pressure is applied 
methods of manufacture men- The ‘crankease houses the erank- through a valve in one of the 
tioned. shaft, and is a mounting for the plates. This forces the solution into 

Barrels for multi-cylinder en- cylinder barrels, cylinder head @Y porous places, and it meacts gines are often made singly, so studs, ignition system, oil pump, with the aluminum, forming a salt, 
that if one distorts, or is better and various accessory drives. It is Which grows, and blocks up the cooled than the others, it will not bolted to the motor-cycle frame, porosity. Magnesium is less liable 
pull them out of line. The barrels so that it and its points of attach- to this trouble than aluminum. 

are usually clamped between the | ment must be massive and rigid. The outer rings of roller bear- 
crankcase and the head by long It is usually cast in Elektron, a — ings, and ball bearing assemblies, 
studs which pass right up from magnesium alloy, for lightness. The used for the crankshaft main bear- 
one to the other. In this way, com- upper part is built up around the ings, are fitted cold after the case 
bustion pressures are taken by the _ barrels to lend them support, while has been heated. They are thus 
crankcase, and not by the barrel, the underside is finned for cooling. tightly held in position when both 
which would probably distort if it The crankcase may contain the are at the same temperature. Still, 
were so loaded. The barrels are transmission gears if unit construc- _‘in_ service, it is quite possible for 
deeply sunk into the crankcase at tion is employed, or may be a sep- them to work loose, and turn in 
the lower end for rigidity. arate item from the gearbox. In _ their housings. To stop this, two 

, singles and twins, it is usually Ff three grooves are ground in the 
The Pistons made in two halves, with the joint Outer race of the bearing, and a 

The crown of the piston has vertically at the center-line, for as- thin steel plate is placed over it 
already been mentioned in connec- sembly of the crankshaft. In fours, | 2nd screwed to the crankcase wall. 
tion with the combustion chamber. __ it is split horizontally. In the latter Then the plate is punched into the 
The piston is made of forged alu- case, the upper half may be cast in TOOves with a center-punch, and 
minum alloy, with its weight one piece with the cylinder bar- _ the bearing is thus locked in place. 
equally disposed each side of the _ rels, when aluminum alloy is used. The crankshaft has to have a 
wrist pin. Pistons usually carry To obviate external oil pipes as Very minimum of end float, espe- 
three rings, two compression, and much as possible, oilways are cially when bevel gears are used 
one scraper, and are relieved at drilled in the crankcase walls. This for the drives. For this, the main 
the sides to reduce piston friction, may lead to trouble if the casting bearings are fittted at assembly 
which accounts for fifty percent of jg slightly porous, as then air and — with shims. The shims are placed 
the mechanical losses in an inter- 
nal-combustion engine. The crown 
must be well supported, and inter- : 
nal ribs help this, and assist in Oui) 
cooling. The scraper ring groove is 
drilled through to the inside of the | | 
piston to drain away the oil the ¥ 
ring scrapes from the cylinder — I 
walls. The wrist pin is fitted after - Met Wh ame 
the piston has been heated, to re- F 6G TS er() @ u | AS) 
duce excessive clearance at work- Oy qe - ? 
ing temperatures. Spring circlips t di Se => [At \\ ee 
retain the pin. |= 43), Ne ae OKO) ; EG ==§ Ie } ) Wiss 

Piston Rings al - 4 ‘. y OP i oo TO 

Piston rings are made by spe- aL By ff Ay, hfe o fn A\ 
cialist concerns and are of alloy gf) sumo va we f ‘| bso A Opi wy 
cast iron, special for racing. They Os = Bg HV ifexp a | | A i oy, 
are given fairly wide gaps by atc / HB ig\ X. wil A (5, rie Hui 
standard practice, and are lapped “Ftc RO Fr il iH ar one sho 
into the piston with fine turkey ay GS ee Ti i) ? 7 Wy | Ui. ‘ he 
stone and oil. They must be free S&S Vi Nol WA Hi ih oe Oe c i 
in their grooves, with practically ) | x VN a) ile SN qe 

si slearance. as. i Fae a yy A Q SON oe no side clearance, as, if too free, Wi fon WAS Sa Wy 
they act as oil pumps, pumping “AX i < — So 
oil up into the combustion cham- = 
ber. They may tend to flutter, too, A typical lower-half assembly. 
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in the crankcase before the bear- the reciprocating weight, some 70 national racing. The combustion 
ings are shrunk in place, so the percent, others in between. The chamber has an inefficient shape, 
adjustment cannot easily be dis- internal flywheels or balance the valves are shrouded by their 
turbed. At the bottom of the case weights are drilled for final adjust- chamber, and the cylinder barrel 
is a small sump which collects the ment, and some designers close carries a large mass of metal at 
oil that is thrown from the crank- the holes with light alloy plugs. one side, which tends to distort it. 
pin, and which drains down the The flywheels should be polished These faults can be minimized, but 
cylinder walls. This oil is picked to minimize oil drag, and the shafts are always there. Paradoxically, 
up by the return side of the oil are a tight fit in the inner races of these engines can attain very high 
pump, and returned to the tank. their anti-friction bearings. revolution rates, as their valve 

reciprocating weight is small, but 
The Crankshaft The Connecting Rods poor cylinder filling prevents them 

The crankshaft may be regarded The connecting rods are highly from developing much power at 
as the heart of the engine. It must — stressed components, having to these speeds. They are only used 
take all the piston forces, and carry such high loads and inertia for racing in the U.S.A., which 
translate them into rotary motion. forces at such high speeds. They does not belong to the F.I.M., and 
It does this through the crankpin, are especially vulnerable to fatigue where they are allowed to use an 

which takes very high inertia failures, so are highly polished on €n81N€ 50 percent bigger than 
forces, sometimes over a ton at the the outer edge, and all machining other type engines. 
higher speeds. Therefore nothing marks and points of stress concen- 
must be sacrificed to rigidity, as tration removed or avoided. They Valve Operation, Overhead Valves 

any flexure will only waste power, are preferably not split at the The type of engine with the 
and lead to failure of components. —_ crankpin end, where the highest valves in the cylinder head oper- 

In most singles and twins, as loads are carried, but if this can- ated by rockers and long push- 
may be seen in the illustration, the — 0t be avoided, it must be very rods, is known as the “overhead 
crankshaft is built up from two in- Carefully designed and made. High valve” type. These can be good, 
ternal flywheels with their main- _ tensile nuts and bolts must be spe- but the weight of the long recipro- 
shafts, and a crankpin. This en- ified, and these must be polished cating rods limits the speed of the 
ables the designer to use an unsplit and tightened with a torque valve operation. For this reason, 
connecting-rod and a roller bear- Wrench to obviate excessive strain jt has been replaced for serious 
ing at its crankpin end. This loses and distortion. The caps are not racing by the “overhead camshaft” 
less in friction than a plain bear- interchangeable, and locking wire type. 
ing, and the parts may be replaced OF ~Pins must be used on the nuts. 
when worn. Inside flywheels cen- The material used for the con- Overhead Camshafts 
tralize the flywheel forces about necting-rod is a high strength alloy The single overhead camshaft is 
the connecting-rod, although the steel forging. Sometimes a de- located above the cylinder head, 
crankcase is made larger and _ signer will use a forging of one of and operates the angularly inclined 
heavier. The built up assembly — the aluminum alloys. These reduce \alyes through straight rockers. 
must be extremely rigid and the _ the inertia loadings a lot, but have The camshaft is driven at half en- 
mainshafts lined up to run truly not been found to have the reli- gine speed by one of several meth- 
within 0.001in. Sometimes an out- ability required. Steel rods are best ods. The simplest is by a chain, as 
side flywheel is used. Then the replaced every second season, as in the A.J.S., but simplicity is not 
case may be smaller, and only bal- they may be too fatigued to last always a virtue in engines. The 
ance weights are placed inside it, another year. If, at any time, they chain must have a spring steel strip 

but a couple is introduced, so the overheat, due perhaps to an oil rubbing against the slack side, and 
assembly must be even more rigid. failure, they should be replaced this must have a damping device 

In fours, a one-piece crankshaft pata panes. pte pe eubtild applied to it, or the chain will 
is used, so they are rigid enough, ne od. I = Ps iid als be jump the sprockets. The chain 
but they cannot use roller bearings chook “a tor t : the euou. f fhe | © wears, altering the valve timing, 
at their crankpins, and the con- bend e ; or parallelism of the two and it is difficult to break the links 
necting-rods must be split for as- earings. in it and re-rivet them on disman- 
sembly, always a potential source tling and re-assembly. The vertical 
of trouble. Higher oil pressures THE VALVE GEAR shaft, as used on the Norton and 
must be used with plain bearings. . Velocette, is driven by bevel gears 

Balancing is important, but the . Valve Location from the mainshaft, and has Old- 
aim is to have the motor run As four-stroke engines are being ham’s couplings, which separate 
smoothly in its operating range, considered here, at least two valves easily for dismantling. The timing 

say from 7000 to 9000rpm. Below _ Will be needed in the engine; one does not vary, but the: shat has 
7000rpm, some vibration does not inlet and one exhaust. It must be clearance endways, as it expands 
matter, as these speeds are never decided where to locate them, and __ at a different rate from the cylin- 
used, Different factories employ how to operate them. der. The N.S.U. uses another 

different percentages of the recip- The side valve engine, with its | method. Two eccentrics at the end 
rocating weight for balancing pur- valves lying inverted beside the of the camshaft are linked to a 
poses. Some balance 60 percent of cylinder barrel, is not used ininter- similar pair by the mainshaft by 
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two long rods, something like the Unconventional Valves 
connecting rods between the conve £2 S wheels of steam locomotives. It emt pe _—— th ” tee ug y Wd appears to work well. 2 usualy rotary, Is G s loudly proclaimed, but so far, none I g _Even the overhead camshaft en- has been successful. The sealing AF Ay gine became too slow, so to allow against combustion pressures, and KG ) Le for greater speed, twin overhead adequate lubrication and cooling, fo ?. = (S) camshafts came into fashion. These together with distortion problems, EN did away with the reciprocating has prevented their adoption, in (Gs Ie VS rockers entirely, one camshaft be- spite of their theoretical advan- Gz — WY ESN VY A ing placed over each valve, and tages. ee) Nei 3 (LA 
operating it through short tappets. Sie =e WE The tappets were used to prevent CAMS gy Teal eae Ma Sai lat is en sen he mit p= abe fe, erful engine is the one that burns ance adjustment. However, greater the greatest amount of fuel in the 
complication arose because the shortest time. The valves contro]  ‘iV¢ly in racing. They are depend- 
widely spaced camshafts had to the fuel inflow and the cams con- “ble and reliable, but a filter be driven by a train of five gears trol the valves. As the spread rises,  S0uld be incorporated in the sys- from the center shaft. This train however the. valves at to leave tem to keep foreign matter out of 
not only had to be enclosed and ty, cam shape under their own in- the gear teeth. End clearance made oil-tight, but imposed severe ertia. This vill be less likely to Should be reduced to a minimum, loads on the vertical shaft and happen if the cam contour e de. and it is better if the feed and re- 
bevel gears when the speed signed correctl : turn pumps are separated com- 
changed. So, these had to be rede- y- pletely, as leakage is possible if 
signed to take the higher loads. Design the two pumps are incorporated 

The latest development is the The best shape for the cam con- inte On "units “desmodromic” valve gear. Springs tour is the constant acceleration The “dry sump” oiling system is were failing to return the valves to curve. This puts lower loads on used. Oil is carried in a separate 
the cam contour, so the springs the operating mechanism, and compartment, or an oil tank. From 
were dispensed with, and one evens out the wear. The designer there, there is a gravity feed to the rocker opens the valve, while an- has to decide how much accelera- | pump in the engine. The pump other closes it. Four cams are re- tion the drive gears will stand, and takes a pressure line past a pres- quired on the single central cam- the springs will tolerate. The in- sure adjusting valve, and to the 
shaft, two being obverse copies of ertia forces rise with the square of | crankpin, and to the cams. The the others. Care must be taken the acceleration, so he must be amount of oil each receives is con- that the valve is not slammed shut careful, as a broken valve can trolled by the size of the jet at the on its seat, or its head would be Wreck an engine, and over-strong feed point. For a single cylinder pulled off. Cylinder pressure is re- springs only waste power. engine with roller bearing crank- lied on for the last fraction of pin, about 0.050in. is a reasonable movement in closing the valves, Material size for the crankpin jet, and 
and the engines seem to work very Cams are made from case-hard- 0.035in. for the cam jet. Most other 

well. ened steel. Care has to be exer- parts are lubricated by oil flung 
Valve Springs cised in the choice of the material from the various moving parts, Most engines still use valve in the follower which bears against though feeds may be taken to any 

springs, so a word or two on these he Se eee nee poate ora (Paine deemed evessarys will not be amiss. Coil springs high. Oil must always be fed to Oil drains to a low point in the 
went out of favor for racing be- the rubbing surfaces, or serious crankcase, where it is picked up . ng, Oe" overheating will result. The fol- by the ret 1 returned cause of their tendency to “surge by Sues Tew: pump; ane. returned : ey urge lower surface may be of stellite to the tank times throug and break at high speeds, which is deposited steel. Someti 0 ee ang Sometimes through a 
partly due to the stresses on them epee mn Se -pometines cops cooler. Oil is used not only as a being a combination of torsion and Oe Codi pe on iatdened lubricant, but as a saolant, a shearing stresses. They were ree “Co @n¢ hard chrome plating copious supply is required. In fact, laced by “hairpin” valve sptings gives very good wear resistance. the trouble is often over-lubrica- plac > iD prings, The cam itself is occasionally ti which are subjected to bending 1 : zs plated with one of these metals 5; : stresses only, and are free from but this does not seem as effective Oil may find its way down the 
“surge.” They are shot-peened to here ‘asi ow the follower, ecnve valve guides or up past the piston, 
increase fatigue life. They are . , into the combustion chamber. Here 
rather large, however, and restrict LUBRICATION it may be deposited on the plug, 
the flow of cooling air to the cylin- which entails stopping the engine 
der head if enclosed. If open, grit Lubrication is vital, as a poor to put in a fresh plug, or it is 
from the air can get to the valve oil supply can ruin a promising burned as fuel. But its caloric value guides, and oil is apt to leak onto engine, or hide its qualities. Gear is far below the regular fuel used, the head from the cam gears. type oil pumps are used exclu- (Continued on page 41) 
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ON THE MOON... 
Our world-recognized trademark—‘‘the P&WA eagle’—has been 

identified with progress in flight propulsion for almost four decades, 

spanning the evolution of power from yesterday's reciprocating 

engines to today’s rockets. Tomorrow will find that same Pratt & 

Whitney Aircraft eagle carrying men and equipment to the moon and 

to even more distant reaches of outer space. 

Engineering achievement of this magnitude is directly traceable to 

our conviction that basic and applied research is essential to healthy 

progress. Today’s engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft accept no 

limiting criteria. They are moving ahead in many directions to advance 

our programs in energy conversion for every environment. 

Our progress on current programs is exciting, for it anticipates the 

challenges of tomorrow. We are working, for example, in such areas 

as advanced gas turbines ... rocket engines... fuel cells... nuclear 

power—all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of 

aerospace, marine and industrial power application. 

The breadth of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft programs requires virtually every tech- 
nical talent... requires ambitious young engineers and scientists who can con- 
tribute to our advances of the state of the art. Your degree? It canbe aB.S., M.S. 
or Ph.D, in: MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL e CHEMICAL and 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING e PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY ¢ METALLURGY e CE- 
RAMICS e MATHEMATICS e ENGINEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS. 

Career boundaries with us can be further extended through a corpo- 
ration-financed Graduate Education Program. For further information 
regarding opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your col- 
lege placement officer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering 
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut. 

s s 
U Pratt & Wh itney A 1 rc raft DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer 

SPECIALISTS IN POWER... POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER 
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN- 
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. 

NOVEMBER, 1963 Q7 
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Principl 

f L 
By Arthur J. Carey, ME’63 

eg ae | This is an interesting article that explains the basic principles of 

ar : Se learning both physical and mental skills. The author credits most of 

3 i the informational content of the article to lectures given by Professor 

.. ’ et a Archer of the University of Wisconsin. 

a ll 
—_— a 2 

ep a ia the following results, “The longer centive to learning. When a person 

a | ae. the rest, the more effective a given knows how he is doing, he be- 

4 2. fo amount of practice.” This holds comes more interested in his task. 

Co —_— true, of course, only up to some Playing golf but not keeping score 

bd cs ee optimal point; and the ideal length would show a lack of motivation 

a of rest varies widely for different for improvement, and learning to 

”6—ClC SU nS tasks. For more complex tasks, play the game well would take 

| ee if fe) such as typing, juggling or piano much longer. 

: ie Paine playing, long practice periods and If we were to plot the rate of 

| GAS ee short rests are favorable. Simple learning with practice, we would 

; 14 fo tasks, such as shuffling cards or have what psychologists call a 

: , mf poo ee pounding nails, are learned quick- “learning curve”. When a_ person 

7 ey. roe ae est with many rest periods and knows how he is doing, improve- 

’ eal SE relatively short practice sessions. ment is slow but steady up to some 

Arthur graduated from the University The only general conclusion that optimal point. Without feedback 

af liege witha BSME, Degree io can be drawn concerning distribu- of information, there is little or no 

a¥ an engineey by the Waukeshe Voges von of practice is this: short prac- incentive for improvement, and 

Company. tice sessions interspersed with fre- there is chance to make correc- 

quent, short rest periods are supe- _ tions. In some of the more complex 

rior to long practice sessions and tasks, such as playing the piano 

HE way in which the learner long rest periods. or receiving telegraph messages, 

distributes his practice is one Another important factor in the learning curves are not smooth 

of the most important factors learning a skill is knowledge of re- and continuous. 

in learning a physical skill. Usually sults. When learning to shoot a Look at the curve of a person’s 

short intervals of practice with fre- rifle, a person does far better when learning to receive by telegraph. 

quent periods of rest permit more he can see the mark of each bullet Notice the flat portion of the curve 

efficient learning than is continu- on the target before firing the next around the 20th week. This period 

ous practice. shot. The same holds true when of little or no improvement is 

In general, practice periods driving golf balls. If the flight of called a plateau. Learning seems 

should be kept short. The longer the ball is observed, a correction to temporarily stop or slow down 

they are, the more they tend to- or an adjustment can be made be- _ because he has reached the limit 

ward continuous practice. How- fore the next ball is driven. Knowl- of his ability to receive letter by 

ever, if they are too short, the task — edge of the results, then, speeds __ letter and has not yet begun to re- 

being learned is broken up into up the learning process because it ceive by word by word. When 

artificial or meaningless units. allows the learner to associate his beginning to take piano lessons, 

More often than not, the rest peri- physical action with the outcome. improvement is rapid at first as the 

ods should be fairly long. A study Knowledge of results, or “feed- fundamentals are easily mastered. 

made by I. Lorge in 1930 produced back” of information is also an in- After then, however, improvement 
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160 Techniques of Study 

ty Although positive transfer does 
aN —-~-- HASSED PRACTICE aid the learning process, tech- 
MN ——_ 1-Day INTERVALS niques of study is a subject that 
a courts: LeMINUTE INTERVALS should be more helpful to every- 

120 “ON one, especially students. The dif- 
‘ ference between reading and ac- 

my tive recitation in the memorizing 
YAY of verbal material has been widely 

80 — ‘\ discussed. Simply reading the ma- 
My \ terial is vastly inferior to reading 

| “ ~ NL plus active recitation. A study 
| “ 7; made by A. I. Gates in 1917 re- 
| "by TNL vealed that if as much as 80 per- 

40 TS ie ~\ cent of study time is spent in ac- 
rn . BS ee tive recitation, more is learned 

| Pe “= than if all of the time is spent in 
BN SS ha reading. 

The issue of whole versus part 
9 5 : = — learning has been extensively stud- 

10 is ay ied. This question is of particular 
Number of trials ys time to complete an exercise showing that intervals of rest interest to actors and actresses who 

increase learning rate when compared to continuous practice. must memorize a large amount of 

material. Should one go over a 
is extremely slow until one learns Transfer of training in formal poem or a long part in a play until 
to integrate the separate move- education has been a widely dis- it is mastered or memorize it piece 
ments of the hands and fingers. puted subject. It was once thought — by piece? Should a student study 
Another reason for a plateau is that training a limited number of the sections of a chapter one by 
lack of motivation. If a child is mental faculties would help in a one or work through the whole 
forced to practice the piano against variety of situations. It was be- chapter several times? Early ex- 
his will, his rate of learning will lieved that studying Greek, Latin, | periments on memorizing poetry 
slow down and almost stop. Euclid, and Aristotle would train indicated that the whole method 

the mind and make learning easier. was superior to the part method. 
Transfer of Training There was also a widespread be- Since then, studies made by J. A. 

Curves that show a rapid rise lief that teaching a child to be | McGeoch and A. L. Irion in 1952 
during the early stages of learning neat in his arithmetic and spelling have proven that each method has 
could be the result of positive | would cause him to be neat in his its advantages and disadvantages. 
transfer of training. This is apply- appearance and in the care of his The part method is advantage- 
ing the results of one situation to belongings. Today, this theory has ous when: (1) a part is easily sep- 
aid learning in another situation. been almost completely aban- arable from the whole, as putting 
After a person learns to drive one — doned. In 1940, J. B. Stroud re- js from golfing, (2) the whole is so 
car, he can learn to drive a second ported the results of transfer of 

car much easier. An expert tennis training dealing with certain , 
player can become proficient at school subjects. He studied the 160 
ping-pong in a very short while. transfer of Latin grammar to Eng- 

Negative transfer applies when lish grammar, of Euclidean geom- 

the responses in two situations are etry to the ability to solve reason- 

opposites. Steering a sled and pilot- ing problems, and of Classical 120 
ing a plane call for two different physics to the ability to under- 

responses to the same stimulus. To stand the mechanical problems of 

make a sled turn left, the right foot daily life. In each case the results 80 
is extended, but to make a plane were discouraging. There was very 
turn left, the left foot is extended. little positive transfer of training. 
A person who has done a lot of In recent years, educators have 
sledding would find it difficult at been concerned with producing 40 
first to steer a plane. Even after he the greatest amount of positive 
has become accustomed to the con- transfer from school subjects to 
trols of the plane, in an emergency everyday life. They try to make ol! 
he might revert to his old habit of school problems as realistic as pos- 10 20 30 
extending his right foot for turning sible. If a small child is taught that . . 
left. Only by further practice can one nickel will buy one lolli-pop Letters si a pies against 
he break this old habit and form and one dime will buy two lolli- Whe . i Pee S eta “letter when ie subject stops receiving letter 
the new association of extending pops, he more easily learns that by letter and starts receiving word by 
his right foot to turn right. two times five is ten. word. (Bryan, 1899) 
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large that one cannot go through — surveying the chapter, a student into the last few hours before an 
it without running into the disad- learns generally what the chapter examination. This makes the final 
vantage of massed practice, and is about and knows what to expect. task too difficult, and the amount 
(3) the material is of such a nature Having surveyed the material retained for the final exam is much 
that mterest in it cannot be main- one should ask questions, Some less. 
tained for long. The part method textbooks contain lists of review ; 
has the additional advantage of questions at the end of each chap- Programmed Learning 

SIvIng, the learner knowledge of ter, Most students usually neglect Regardless of whether the stu- 

his results and a sense of achieve- to read these questions because dent just reads, just recites, or 

ment imore quickly. On the other they fail to realize their value. Ask- does a combination of both, he 

hand, there is the disadvantage ing your own questions and trying will learn faster if he uses scien- 

ie one must link the parts to- to turn the headings of sections _ tific learning principles. 

eee ees ie Sa cmd ine questions have several bene- There is no doubt that textbooks 
is more effective: (1) when the ts. They help maintain interest in and teachers do help students to 

learner is intelligent enough to = being read, _ they make learn. However; they have two 
learn things quickly, and (2) when Fen actively participate ae the senous imitations. First of wall thoy 

practice on the whole can be dis- carne ee Finally, question: emptor presentation rather then 

tributed over a number of sessions. ing yoursell 1s. Way iF Resting doing. Teachers and textbooks tend 
, yourself to see what you are learn- to limit active recitation by the 

In mastering a chapter in a text- ing or have learned. student. Secondly, they provide no 

book, a student should combine The next step is to carefully immediate knowledge of results. 
both methods. He should read it yead the material, Do not read Examinations usually tell a student 

over once, watching out for diffi- passively, as you would read a how he is doing, but they provide 

cult parts that need special study. ove] bit read to answer the _ too little information too late. To 

After giving special attention to questions you have asked yourself, compensate for some of the things 
these parts, he should go back to Be sure to read everything, includ- teachers and textbooks lack, 
the whole method and reread the ing tables, graphs, charts and illus. movies, slides, and demonstrations 

entire chapter. The whole versus trations. Often an illustration will are shown. Even so, these aids are 
part learning technique should be tell more than a whole page of lacking in the same two important 

a part of every student's study printed material. At other times, a respects—providing for active reci- 

routine. graph or a chart will convey infor- _ tation and providing knowledge of 
Many students lack a well organ- mation that cannot be easily ex- results. 

ized study routine. They do not pressed in words. In the past few years, educators 

set aside a certain time and place Explaining the idea presented in have tried to solve these problems 

for study, nor do they apportion a graph, chart, or illustration toa _ through the use of teaching ma- 

their time well among their vari- — .4gmmate or even to a blank wall chines and programmed textbooks. 

ous subjects. A good student will is the most important technique of In the late 1950's, B. F. Skinner of 

make up a definite schedule for ggective “study This method of Harvard University designed, built, 
study based on the amount. of eecitation ig “usually neglected and tried out a series of teaching 

work to be expected in each though because it. takes effort. machines. These machines pre- 

course. He will follow it reason- — Recitation is a good learning Sent problems or questions to the 

ably well; and when he studies, he method for two reasons, First it student one at a time. The student 

will not daydream or listen to the helps the student keep ‘his attee answers these questions by press- 

radio. The good student has Hon On the task -and secondly. it ing certain keys on the machine. 

learned that he cannot mix recrea- Jets him correct. his mistakes. It If his answer is right, the machine 

tion with studying and expect to shows him where he is weakest Tings a bell or flashes a light. The 

get good results. Just as important arid where: aa review reading, he machines can be controlled so that 

as a well organized study routine can profitably spend the most time. only questions answered _incor- 

is the proper study method. Re- . rectly will appear again at the end 

search conducted by F. P. Robin- The last step in the Survey Q3 of the set. 

son at the Ohio State University R Method is aie If a student Teaching machines, then, seem 

in 1946 favored the Survey Q 3 R learns something well but does not to have three advantages over 

Method. This is a soundly tested review it, he will usually retain teachers and textbooks. They get 

system that consists of five specific only a_ small part of it. The best the student to respond, they give 

steps. They are Survey, Question, times for TEVIEW “ate immediately him immediate knowledge of re- 

Read, Recite, and Review. after first learning and again just sults, and they enable him to study 
/ . . before an examination. These re- hat hadoes Woe le cathe thar 

When studying a chapter in a views should be mainly recitation.“ hab ne:does MOU mow irathes Mau 
textbook, the first step a student — Qther reviews in the meantime what he has already learned. 
should do is leaf through the vari- — .ou1d be somewhat shorter, and Disadvantages of teaching ma- 
ous sections and notice the differ- they ‘tie ld hasize en di chines seem to offset some of the 

ent headings. They show the Y snoule) emphasize’ Tereacns good points. First of all, they are 

author's organization and make more than recitation. fairly expensive, some costing hun- 

clear what the main subject of In conclusion, it can be said that dreds of dollars. Secondly, they are 

cach section is going to be. By first reviewing should not be crammed (Continued on page 42) 
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SALUTE: WARREN ROSKE e 

Whether a simple voice circuit for a small trunk line, or and contributed a unique application of statistics to a 
a complex high-speed data circuit for the Strategic Air Plant Engineering study. 
Command, Northwestern Bell Engineer Warren Roske gets But Warren’s greatest success has come in the Trans- 
the nod. Warren (B.S.I.E., 1959), and the three engineers mission field where, after only seven months, he was pro- 
who work under him, design telephone facilities for private moted to his supervisory engineering position. 
line customers. Like many young engineers, Warren is impatient to 

On earlier assignments, Warren engineered communica- make things happen for his company and himself. There 
tion lines through the famed Dakota Black Hills. helped in are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed 
the Mechanized Teletypewriter cutover in Sioux Falls, S. D., or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business. 
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7. 4) . 
=! In Choosing a Career, 
~® Consider these 

Advantages— 

Location: Fisher is basically an “Engineering” 
: company with 1,500 employees located in a 

pleasant midwest community of 22,000. 
: It’s less than 10 minutes to the Fisher plant 

from any home in Marshalltown. 

Type of work: You'll become a member of 
an engineering team that has produced some 

: of the outstanding developments in the field 
| of automatie pressure and liquid level controls. 

a Growth: Fisher’s products are key elements f a 
: a in automation which assures the company’s __, everett: 

a growth because of the rapid expansion of “ss a- 
_ | automation in virtually every industry. ie 

a Advancement: Your opportunity is 2 ow 
. unlimited. It is company policy to promote Be 

from within; and most Fisher department I 
heads are engineers. —) 

= a is Wife we asta A | ms — a rey POO in ae A 4 Ne ee oe 

ss ~ . 4 ’ pei i Bis a ee ' 
Lp end ea a a ~~ a 

Pa a peel he i <r _ i ; 

; mo. ce et Ragisites ae 
. i Cad puget 

a co If you want to begin your engineering career  — sil 
= with one of the nation’s foremost research and 

.. development departments in the control of 

Me fluids, consult your placement office or write 
“ directly to Mr. John Mullen, Personnel Director, 

FISHER GOVERNOR ComPANy, Marshalltown, Ia. 

If it flows through pipe 

anywhere in the world 

chances are it’s controlled by... FISHER : 

Aa 
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TOP ROW (left to right): Australia, Switzerland, Great Britain, India, Mexico, New Caledonia, Venezuela, Panama, Italy, Japan, Puerto Rico, British Guiana, Canada, France, Ghana, MIDDLE ROW: Thailand, Malaya, Philippines, South Africa, Brazil, Pakistan, Hong Kong. BOTTOM ROW: Argentina, Norway, Indonesia, Greece, Sweden, New Zealand, Colombia, Nigeria. 

Meet the ambassadors 
Around the world, Union Carbide is making friends for America. Its 50 affiliated companies abroad serve growing markets in some 135 countries, and employ about 30,000 local people. » Many expressions of friendship have come from the countries in which Union Carbide is active. One of the most appealing is this collection of dolls. They were sent here by Union Carbide employees for a Christmas display, and show some of the folklore, customs, and crafts of the lands they represent. ‘““We hope you like our contingent,” said a letter with one group, “for they come as ambassadors from our country.” » To Union Carbide, they also signify a thriving partnership based on science and technology, an exchange of knowledge and skills, and the vital raw materials that are turned into things that the whole world needs. UNION 

A HAND IN THINGS TO COME CARBIDE 

WRITE for the booklet, “International Products and Processes,” which tells about 
Union Carbide’s activities around the globe. Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017 
NOVEMBER, 1963 
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tM By Robert Rosenberg, ME’65 
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Y 

CAN 

PROGRAMMED X-RAY SPEC- ples have been accurately ana- become increasingly critical, which 

TROMETER lyzed. Another outstanding feature can be seen by the development of 

\ Govifoanit advaiiée i, sae of this equipment is that it can be transducers for Project Gemini. 

_X Signiicant agvance: an sclen- reprogrammed to analyze for most Less than 14 second is the ex- 

tific research has been made with 
. a 

me of the elements known today. The pected life duration for a trans- 

the development of a versatile Pro- : “ie : bas 

Programmed X-ray Spectrometer equipment ‘consists of the: Conte! ducer during critical stage separa- 

tl en ore it of A vers atile Panel; a standard G.E. Spectrogo- tions of the Air Force Titan Il 

Aa lysis Ye at oe siti niometer, with the Automatic Sam- launch vehicle for the National 

: nae ie oie = aed os ple Changer attached; the detector Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 

which formerly took several days Gy read-out system, and the pro-  tration’s Project Gemini. 

to complete can be done in a frac- grammer console . oe . 

tion of the time with the new elec- , . te that ae ae 

tronically-programmed equipment time, however, data will be tele- 

? SPLIT SECOND L! ster ich c ec! 2 ¢€ 

recently installed at International ae TONG fee foe GEM metered which could affect the en- 

Nickel’s Research Laboratory, Bay- ‘ASTRONAUTS tire Gemini poigon and the lives 

ome, New Jersey. This precise and of the astronauts riding the cap- 

sensitive equipment, believed to The trend toward wider use of sule. 

be the first of its type in the world, instrumentation for automatic Before it is consumed in the 

can, in a matter of minutes, ana- measurement and control, signal super heat of Aerozene 50 and 

lyze an alloy sample for up to transmission, and the increased _ nitrogen tetroxide igniting to sepa- 

eleven different elements. utilization of data-processing de- rate the first and second stages of 

The initiative for development — vices has expanded the need fora Titan I, the High Frequency Re- 

of the instrument came from Inter- variety of transducers. These trans- sponse Pressure Transducer will 

national Nickel’s Development and ducers are used by industry and telemeter on a 70 kc subcarrier 

Research Department and_ the the military to provide suitable oscillator the shock pressure 

equipment was designed and built signals for automatic control and encountered during separation fir- 

by the X-ray Department of the telemetry systems. Because of vary- ing. By utilizing this data in con- 

General Electric Company. ing demands and individual sys- junction with other information, 

Although required by International tem requirements, the develop- the performance of the Gemini 

Nickel to serve metallurgical needs, ment of transducers has resulted launch vehicle’s 100,000-pound- 

the Programmed X-ray Spectrom- in some highly specialized devices, thrust second stage and its adher- 

eter is adaptable to chemical anal- while others offer general adapt- ence to the programmed flight plan 

ysis of a variety of materials. ability to a number of instrumen- can be accurately determined. 

Once programmed and loaded _ tation systems. The need to accu- Fairchild Controls is supplying 

with as many as 90 alloy samples, mulate transducer data in a single the solid state silicon semi-con- 

the equipment can be left com- source, and thereby facilitate in- | ductor strain-gage pressure trans- 

pletely unattended until all sam- formation search and retrieval, has ducer to the Martin Company, the 
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More than ever in the Space Age... 

All the way from the down-to-earth task of high-speed cutting of adamant metals to the 
performance of such a dramatic test as simulating atmospheric re-entry heat for testing 
nose cone design — the plasma arc torch is truly a versatile space age tool. Here it is pic- 
tured cutting through stainless steel at a rate of five feet per minute. It out-performs any 
previously known cutting method for any metal, including refractory and exotic metals. Its 
flame speed is 10,000 miles per hour at temperatures from 20,000 to 60,000 degrees F. 

Only electric power can supply the energy requirements of space age tools like the 
plasma arc torch. One of the jobs of our power sales engineers is to add these new appli- 
cations to the seemingly unlimited uses for electricity. 

As a power sales engineer, you can grow with the electric power industry as you play 
a vital role in technological progress. Investigate a career with us where engineering and 
sales ability are limited only by your imagination. Look forward to personal progress 
through power. 

e 

WISCONSIN electric OWer COMPANY \x) p x 
<XeX> SYSTEM Ne 

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. . 
MILWAUKEE, WIS, APPLETON, WIS. RACINE, WIS. 
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! Your life at Du Pont | one of a series for technical men 

i aM 

| se 
: Ad A e 

a 

: 

e You never stop growing at DuPont 
Growth is a 160-year habit with us. Take sales. Since 1937 TECHNICAL MEN WE’LL NEED FROM THE CLASS OF ’64 
they’ve increased 750% —to $2.4 billion in 1962. Chemists Industrial Engineers 

We spend more than $90 million a year in R&D. In fact, Chemical Engineers Civil Engineers 
there are at least 200 new products under investigation at this Mechanical Engineers Physicists writing and more being developed each day. Electrical Engineers Metallurgists 

What could Du Pont’s growth mean to you? Since we always Potts s ssn n ann ---5 fill important Positions from within, it could mean fast advance- ! E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) ! 
ment, new responsibilities, new horizons —growing financial and i ae a . ‘ 2531-B Nemours Building ! creative satisfaction. ! Sad ! . 1 Wilmington, Delaware 19898 ! It could mean, too, more numerous and more varied oppor- ! r ds VI be 1 
tunities. The new Du Pont engineer is likely to move from his ; When! Ti staduated: [il be °* — ae ware original assignment to one or two others in the course of his ! Please send me more information about how | might fit | first five years. This gives him a chance to “change jobs” right | in at Du Pont. I inside Du Pont. ! | 

In 1963, more than 700 new B.S. graduates planted their ! aN i 
feet at Du Pont. Perhaps you’d like to join us, too. Write today. I 1 

I Class Major. Degree expected 1 
I 1 

I 1 
REG.urs. PAT Orr \ My address. 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY I ! 
; {city one state An equal opportunity employer cers ea etree nell 
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ee a Our Miss November is a nineteen 

| a i. year-old, ash-blonde beauty from our 
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a a= — photographer's hometown, Wilton, 
ey - - i [_ : 

4 . 4 Connecticut. 

= | i. . . 
- i 4 Judy is a sophomore at Colbe Junior 

: < a _ | College in New London, Vermont. Her 

: sil — favorite sport is skiing the slopes of 
a 

. < a Vermont. 

'— Fe As for other details, you can guess 
— 4 about them. 
2 4 ‘ 

q How did we get her? Simple—the 
. photo editor lives in Wilton also. 
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Motorcycle flow of fuel into the air stream motor-cycle over for a corner may ; still obstruct the passage. In the adversely affect the fuel supply. (Continued fr e 25) F ar OHAREEG From. page 2. Remote Needle carburetor, these The rider’s legs may obstruct the and less fuel is drawn in if part of are moved to one side, but the in- air passage to the carburetor, the space is already occupied b strument is harder to tune, though though this is a design fault that oil a — be See that lowe. giving more power. The G.P. car- should have been found earlier. 
power output will result. There- beer b, better Than Eers = Finally, he has to rely on the fore this trouble must be dealt iia: i Sh DOFE sale Re rider's words, instead of his own with. Sometimes felt caps are fitted TOT | ror ve Tee " Ss, the judgment and observations. A around the inlet valve but. this ke "4 by often f th, > ere re- good rider may obscure the short- introduces a friction factor into —- Lh ane yi i e108 val types comings of a poor design, while a the speed of valve operation. Many or nal tests and the actual race. jag rider will wreck a good en- different types of scraper rings gine. Still, factory teams pick the may be fitted to the piston, and TESTING best riders, but some of these are baflles may be placed at the crank- The at & d very hard on their mounts while case mouth. These will help little, oe ov G are many of the others treat them very gently. however, if the trouble is due to Points that a designer must bear m The machines are never fast barrel distortion. In fact, the pis- i whee laying 8 a design enough for their jockeys and hair- ton may become short of oil. As re- ri he dew he vol ut blos wen raising tales are told in practice of 

rked before, the barrels should well he does his job, troubles are | a . ciginetl an 
ere before, the ba shou Found! to arise when lng engine is how fast the “opposition” is, It be kept free of stress in the design sera a . st be remembere sree. © 8 first bench tested. This is its trial, whe i though, that REO ee . . * a x is > rule rac. something like the rehearsal is to fo ee ng 3s the rule in prac For many years, vegetable or the play, and nobody really knows tice. Senior, or 500cc, machines can animal oil was used exclusively for what will happen. go out bearing Junior, or 350cc, racing. These oils retain their “oili- a . - ; ; plates, and it has been known for ness” to very high temperatures, Tf the designer is smart, he will a machine to leave the course at when mineral oils break down. have allowed room for modifica- one point, and rejoin it at another, Lately, additives have greatly im- tions, as it is almost impossible to after taking a short cut. (This once proved mineral oils, which are stress a racing engine adequately. broke the lap record, and nearly also cheaper, and do not become If a pair of gears, for instance, caused heart failure among the “gummy” if left for a long period should fail, there should be opposition!) Some work with a of time. enough room to increase their size stop-watch will often prove useful, or width. The inlet and exhaust timing one’s rivals and one’s own IGNITION ports should have a good thickness machines. Inspection of rival ma- Ignition is usually by magneto, of metal around them in case they chines by the designer may bring which has some advantages over require enlarging. A change from new ideas to mind for increasing coil ignition. For one thing, the magneto to coil ignition should not power or reliability, though he will strength of the spark increases prove too difficult. not be allowed too near them. At with She tomes ie . =e Testing, especially in the early the end of it all, the race itself will spark. in the call’ gustan penile to stages of a new design, is a very give the answer to how well he 

decease in strength as the speed difficult period, and extensive and his team have done their see and a battery must be car- changes are sometimes necessary work. There is no fooling here, no ried, These ara heavy and bulky, in one direction to overcome what using Senior plates on Junior bikes, and may fai]. But some new, silver | may seem quite a small fault in no short-cuts. All the cards are on iodide batteries are small, and another direction. the table. 
en af pete to ap ee eit He is unlikely to be satisfied, ength of a race, and coils have men never are, and new machines been improved. So coil ignition is FESBONS TO THE DESIGNER. OF have an anna ¥ capacity for d | used more now, as a magneto THE ACTUAL RACE ncian ae ne Cobacity’ for de- ak sal he If: horse ; 

veloping “teething” troubles. But = ADOUE all’ a: horsepower: to The designer usually accompa- if his machines have lasted the drive. Bee a race - eee nies the team to a race or two, and actual length of the race without here he should bi ful, as totall . here he should be careful, as totally breakdown. he may congratulate 
CARBURATION ore | a mua 2 , he may congratulate 

different conditions prevail. himself, and return to search for _ The manufacture of carburetors On the test bench, the engine is more power. is a very specialized business, rigidly bolted to a bench, and a especially the instruments used by Goling’st of wird blown over 
racing machines. All are of the  ©°° mg stream a 8 aM over BIBLIOGRAPHY sliding choke type. The TLOTT is it In the race, the engine Ov ving, P. E. “Motor-Cycle Engineering” the simplest, having a slide which iN, and the air is still. Atmos- Motorcycling 1959-60. / is completely removed from the pheric conditions nearly always re- Ricardo, Harry R. High-Speed Internal- air stream at full throttle. How- quire changes to be made to the Combustion Engine. The. Blackie & ever, the metering needle and the carburetor settings. Banking the Son Ltd. London & Glasgow. 1944. 
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Learning Triangular Bases high, measuring 25 ft. high by 

(Continued from page 30) Each of the IBM building's four ft wide. Each eee ie 

walls rests on two triangular- er comprises two steel angles. t 

large and bulky and not very port- shaped _ columns, whose trussed each floor line, where the diagon- 

able. Finally, teaching machines — pattern matches the triangle-and- als intersect, are horizontal plates. 

must be specially programmed to diamond pattern of the walls them- ahey oe itt EEE to 

fit the needs of each student. It selves (picture). The apex of each sate Vie dhe aus ai aenals = aos 

must be kept in mind, however, ‘ctanguler eee ond ae = et ontal members for the irssen, 

that teaching machines are not umn base. The walls cantilever be- Fos : a eld ; 

built to re) ee teachers and text- yond the columns to the corners ite ve ie inches a 
pis , of the building, which measures splices are made with-high-strengeh 

books, but to supplement them. 110x137 ft. in plan. bolts. | 

Why not, then, use a programmed The walls comprise criss-cross- To limit secondary stresses re- 

textbook instead of a teaching jing, diagonal steel angles with hor- sulting from inaccurate fabrica- 

machine? izontal plates at each floor sup- tion, the fabricator, American 

Programmed textbooks differ porting floor beams. Sheathed in Bridge Division of U.S. Steel 

from common textbooks in one stainless steel, the latticework pre- Corp., had to assemble the panels 

important aspect. They pose ques- sents a striking architectural in a jig to unusually tight toler- 

tions or problems for the student — appearance. Moreover, with only ances of plus 0, minus 1/32 in. If 

to solve, and this motivates him to 30% glass area, and that partly the negative tolerances should 

make responses. However, pro- shielded by the latticework, there accumulate, shim plates would 

grammed textbooks cannot provide is relatively little solar heat gain have to be inserted between the 

immediate knowledge of results, through the walls. This naturally frames during erection, (Unbal- 

and they cannot repeat only the cuts air-conditioning costs. anced lengthening of a_tension- 

questions the student had wrong. The IBM building walls mark _ resisting member, or shortening of 

Consequently, both teaching ma- an advance over previous load- a compression member, would re- 

chines and programmed textbooks bearing, trussed-wall designs. Some sult in excessive stress in that 

have advantages and disadvan- of the predecessors incorporated member under external loading. 

tages over each other, but both heavy vertical members, which the 

have a place in providing more — NCW design eliminates. Also, the Other Problems 

effective teaching through pro- diamond-shaped windows in the The engineers specified shoring 

grammed learning. IBM building walls are located in for the wall trusses until wall and 

All in all, machines and books the plane -of ae walls themselves, floor framing up to the sixth floor 

lack the personal touch of teach- instead ot being set Pale of the were completed. Beyond this level, 

ers. Moreover, mechanical pro- walls, as in some similar designs. the integral plate action of the 

grams are not suited to “explain- Variety of Steels pan thee Kees stresses within 

ing things” or teaching, compli- Use of four strength grades of oe = - . 

cated concepts. Thus, it is safe to structural steel (from 36,000-psi to Differential foundation settle- 

say that programmed learning 100,000-psi yield strength) enabled ment posed a danger of overstress- 

methods will never replace teach- the” engineers to keep the truss ing the stiff wall trusses with sec- 

ers, but will help them, just as members ‘uniformly. slender aveti ondary stresses similar to those 

machines have helped but not jn the lower stories where stresses that would result from anaceurate 

replaced the workingman in in- increase. Maintaining uniformity of fabrication. To limit foundation 

dustry. steel sizes permitted use of con- settlement, steel piles were driven 

BIBLIOGRAPHY stant-size windows, sash, and mul- to refusal into bedrock. 

1. Introduction to Psychology, Clifford lion sheathing. Wind Resistance 

T. Morgan, McGraw-Hill Company Structural analysis of the trussed . . 

Inc., New York, Second Edition, 1961, walls posed a challenge. X mem- The wall acts as _a four-sided 

pages 221-253. bers in the trusses make them stat- box in resisting wind loads. Hori- 

2. Contemporary readings in general ically indeterminate to an ex- zontal bracing connecting to each 

psychology, edited by Robert S. tremely high degree (ie., inca- floor-level panel point transmits 

Danio) Moupiton Ne ee pable of stress analysis by statics loads from wall surfaces perpen- 

94-108 and 185-197. wan DRESS alone). Consequently, the engi- a to the wind forces to the 

3. Dr. James E. Archer, Professor of neers made an “exact” analysis Sie ‘he 08 ee al 

* Psychology. University of Wisconsin. only for the lower five stories. and then to the parallel wall 

, ~ ‘ Above that, since in the higher — 'usses. 

———_ wall areas the structural action re- After completing the elastic an- 

. es sembles that of a deep plate, they alysis of the walls, the structural 

Science Highlights made justifiable simplifying engineers checked each entire wall 

(Continued from page 35) assumptions. for ultimate strength against load 

. factors of 2 or more, slightly higher 

200 tons of structural steel over Tight Tolerances than the 1.85 load factor normally 

what curtain-wall construction The IBM building’s wall panels used for ultimate design of steel 

would have required. are shopwelded units two stories structures. 
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Roswell E. Cutler (left), U. of Illinois "40, 
chief project engineer for regenerative engines, 
discusses the T78 program with 
Gordon E. Holbrook, M.I.T. '39, chief engineer 
for product design and development at Allison. 

Allison—long-famous leader in the development and Too, hollow, air-cooled turbine blades—under de- production of aircraft engines—is pacing state of the velopment at Allison for the last 5 years—will permit art advancement in the turboprop area. higher inlet temperatures for a major improvement in A regenerative turboprop engine—embodying con- engine performance. Greater reliability and simpler cepts further advanced than in any known turboprop maintenance will be achieved with a unique, unitized in the world today—is being developed for the U. S. propeller-reduction gear box. 
Navy by Allison... The Energy Conversion Division Perhaps there’s a place for you in our long-range of General Motors. engineering program here in the creative environment Featuring a regenerative cycle which transfers heat at Allison. Talk to our representative when he visits from exhaust gas to compressor discharge air, Allison’s your campus. Let him tell you what it’s like at Allison T78 will extend long-range and on station capabilities where Energy Conversion Is Our Business. of anti-submarine warfare through greatly improved 
fuel economy ao thus projecting the usefulness of An equal opportunity employer turboprop engines well into the future. 

a an 

1son. |@i 
GENERAL THE ENERGY CONVERSION DIVISION OF 

GENERAL MOTORS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 
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WH E R E S GAR R ETT? EVERYWHERE! Garrett-AiResearch makes life safer, 

more comfortable and more efficient for millions of people every day. Here are a few of the ways: 

IN SPACE — Environmental control systems for astronauts, research in life sciences, advanced space power 

systems and cryogenic systems. JN THE AIR —Pressurization and air conditioning for most of 

the world’s airliners and military aircraft, central air data systems, heat transfer equipment and hundreds of 

components. OW LAND —Gas turbine ground support for aircraft; heating, refrigeration and electrical 

power for buildings; emergency standby power; turbochargers. ON THE SEA— Secondary electrical power and 

pneumatic power for ships; inflatable survival gear for commercial aircraft. UNDER THE SEA—Environmental 

systems for submarines and deep-diving research vehicles; pressurization systems, computers 

and control systems for submarines and underwater missiles. 

THE FUTURE IS BUILDING NOW “6S 

Los Angeles - Phoenix 
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For Engineers 
To-B e oo mi 

(“Many opportunities for extra curric- A.S.M.E. 
ular affiliations are associated with the i feeli £ pe SHALL IT BE = 
College of Engineering. Participation in Fellowship and a eenng, 0! BEO- #9000 Castell Wood 
professional societies enables the stud- fessionalism while giving an in- Drawing Pencil or iw 
dent to meet and exchange ideas with sight as to opportunities in me- wonnnsa’ Lente Tel j 

fellow students, faculty, and professional chanical engineering is the aim of i 
engineers. It provides experience in pub- he A an Society of Mechani- A-Grade Holder and NN ie 
lic speaking, expressing ideas, and work- the aerLCaTL ociety 0: echan) #9030 Castell Re- 9 ee 
ing with groups. Prospective employers cal engineers student chapter. fill Drawing Leads = oy 
place great emphasis on extracurricular All ME students may join. oy | 
activties.”—From Bulletin of the Col- , —", ee 
lege of Engineering. We devote this Perhaps you will ij oe 
month’s column to briefly explain the en- ANS choose Castel wood Ra i 
gineering organizations at the Univer- _— Fre the eel ne ead pS J 
sity of Wisconsin.—Ed.) A student chapter of the Ameri- because you like to | [imps i 

can Nuclear Society, A. N. S. is shave tis point to the rs i 
*. - neal ¥ ge an i <P . open to all engineering and science Shese: yon decre, Ky | ELONGING to any campus students. A relatively new group, o. vou may vote for 18 A 

organization is a broadening it is devoted to activities regarding Locktite Tel-A-Grade, cs -|| thing. Belonging to an engi- nuclear energy. the lightweight bal- ry | 
neering organization offers oppor- anced holder with its es ra 
tunities in a specialized way. They sontee erie that eS : 
are common interest groups, and 1.E.E.E. soothes tired fingers. is cal 
plan their programs with engineer- The purpose of the Institute of And its ideal team ic pA 
ing in mind. We hope you will Electrical and Electronic Engi- leads, of the same IS, | choose to belong to one or more of neers is to disseminate knowledge grading, undeviating | Es 
the organizations listed below. of the theory and practice of all oe ae eee le si 
Since space prohibits an extensive aspects of electrical engineering Castell wood pencil. im | 
explanation of any of the groups, and allied fields, as well as to fur- Whatever your choice, iN 
we urge you to get in touch with ther professional and social devel- you will be using ie 
them upon ival 5 ce . der Castell tight-textured u ‘ pon your arrival on campus. opment of students. Any under. microlet-milled lead 
Advisers are listed in the Student grad engineer may join. that gives you graphite o i Handbook and the Engineering saturation that soaks ; | Bulletin into every pore of ~~ i a . your drawing surface. | ¥-— | 

AS.C.E. Your College Sion car- 5 | 
xi yg jue at ries all three famous AES. Social events and meetings of AW .Faber-Castell = 

the American Society of Civil En- drawing products, —— : The student chapter of the gineers brings faculty and students backed by over two a | i ‘ x ¥ : centuries of pencil- oo i American Foundrymen’s Society together to form a working unit. making experience. — i 
is open to all engineering students. Opportunities for CiE students to Start your career by fF ¥==: | 
It is a society of the metal castings | meet and learn what men are using the finest ~~" i A . . working tools money = ey industry. actually doing in the profession are can buy. a 

provided. 

All. Ch. E. q M.&M. Club A.W.FABER- y 
The American Institute of ame NN CASTELL 

Chemical Engineers student chap- The Mining and Metallurgy Pencil Company, Inc. 
ter acquaints its members with the Club acquaints student members 41-47 Dickerson Street 
organization of the national A. I. with professional and educational Newark 3)/Ndy ——— 
Ch. E. and helps them meet men __ aspects of the field of minerals and ES per who are chemical engineers in in- metals engineering. Any M. & Met. rE et pl ee 
dustry. Any chemical engineering undergrad is eligible for member- SE ———— 
major is eligible for membership. ship. 
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J F ¢ 2 % 7 years of serv- Gee | 
A * ice with no record 

Starting in a single 1956 a of field failure is the 
automotive engine, pearlitic 5 enviable achievement 

Malleable crankshafts are cur- of these pearlitic Malleable Not one service failure has been | 
rently used in eight passenger car slip yokes and U-joint flanges. reported in the period now covered ! 
engines and one truck engine. With Continuously subjected to varying by the warranty (two years) on 
more than 3,800,000 now in serv- speeds and reversing torques, these pearlitic Malleable rocker 
ice, these pearlitic Malleable iron these parts amply demonstrate arms. Used since 1955, field prob- 
castings have compiled an excel- Malleable's capability for dynamic lems are termed “insignificant” by 
lent record for field reliability. applications. a the automotive manufacturer. 

— j : _ ” — 

lind E ge BMA roe ayy 
. 2 _ a 4 a % 2 o 2 1-42) = Manufacturers ae 

ah (Rs (I : at > ee” 

I =A, —t—t—— 
we ye xten e 3 oa <— 

* oy |S Me. s. Net _ Warranties & “ae 
Trunion-type rear axle differential | Rely 0 n 273 oe r——esONOCisésSsésSsSh 
carriers of Malleable have been ____Two of the twenty-seven different 
used since World War Il without _ Malleable castings warranted 
any reported warranty claims. The __ M a | | @a b | e one automotive company are the 
carrier, which is stressed during _ _ transmission band lever and the 
assembly when steel tubes are . . __ transmission torque converter hub 
forced into the openings on either Castin g Desi NS _ shew ner, doth nave beer wae 
side, continues to absorb tremen- in automotive transmissions with 

dous stresses throughoutthelifeot ho warranty claims turned in to 
the car... with complete reliability. _ the company in five years. 

P - _ Each of the five major automobile com- - Mp v a fs u " 2 

_.... paniesis represented by these examples. : - 

The extended warranties now being given by warranties will cover 90,000,000 individual Mal- 

automobile manufacturers are not sales gim- leable iron parts of 273 different designs. The 

micks. They are based on exhaustive statistical confidence which automotive companies have in 

studies that conclusively demonstrate the reli- Malleable’s quality is responsible for the use of 

ability of each component involved. Malleable castings for more and more applications 

During a single model year, these two to five year on cars and trucks...and throughout industry. 

| <—o For further information on Malleable castings, 
° : any com that displays this symbol— 

honecs® Send for your free copy of this 16-page call of any Pany tat cisplay s symbol 

eae vA ““Malleable Engineering Data File.’ You MEMBER 

ay m8 will find it is an excellent reference piece. 

: MALLEABLE 
be a 5 

~UNDERS socte™ 

Malleable Founders Society, Union Commerce Building, Cleveland 14, Ohio 
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Career mobility, based on the ability to / ld : 4 #) well as sites around the world, provide develop in the direction of your best _ Sy an environment permitting planned talent or interests, is made possible Pe growth — personally and professionally. for you at Sylvania Electronic Systems. Three parallel paths of advancement You will actively contribute to advanced work offer the opportunity to progress as a technical spanning disciplines and areas such as earth/space manager, technical specialist or program/project communications; electronic reconnaissance, detec- manager — all with equal rewards. tion, countermeasures; radar; information handling; Sylvania Electronic Systems is a major division aerospace; and complex systems for military com- of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., supported by the mand and control. impressive technical and financial resources of the Nineteen interrelated research and advanced de- parent company, General Telephone & Electronics velopment laboratories throughout the country, as Corporation. 

SYLVANIA etectronic systems 
Government Systems Management (a) 

for GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 

For further information see your college placement officer or write to Mr. Robert T. Morton 40 SYLVAN ROAD-WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Two moonshiners were discuss- A drunk who had been wander- The University turns out some 

ing their operations. “When I take _ ing around Times Square finally great men.” 

the stuff into town,” one said, “I went down into the subway at “When did you graduate?” 

always drive slow—about 20 miles 42nd_ Street. About half an hour “{ didn’t graduate. I was turned 

an hour.” later he emerged at 44th Street, out.” 

“Skeered of the law?” jeered the and bumped into a friend who had aa 

other. been looking for him. 

“Nope,” said the first. “Ye gotta “Where on earth have you been Engineer: “Whisper those three 

age the stuff, hain’t ye?” all this time?” the friend asked. little words that will make me 

mR “Down in some guy’s cellar,” the — walk on air.” 

‘Two residents of the backwoods — drunk said, “and, boy, you should Coed: “Go hang yourself.” 

country greeted cach other one see the set of trains he has!” eae 

morning. eH Oe 

“Say,” queried the first, “what A white rat, recently returned An elderly man entered a local 

did you give your mule when he from the laboratory to his cage, doctor’s office recently and re- 

had the heaves?” ; ran up to a fellow rat in great quested a blood test. 

~Turpentine, offered the other excitement. “You know what?” he . “Now, what would you be want- 

helpfully. exclaimed. “I've got Dr. Zilch con- 78 that for?” asked the doctor. 

Two weeks later they met again. ditioned!” “’'m getting married,” was the 

What did you say you gave “How so?” asked his buddy. reply. ., 

your mule when he was sick, “Well,” said the first rat, “every Married,” gasped the doc, 

again asked the first. time I go through the maze he “would you mind telling me how 

“Turpentine,”
 answered the help- gives me food!” old you are?” 

ful one. aa 4 “Ninety-four!”
 was the proud 

“Well, I gave it to mine and it Bachelor: A man who can open reply. ; ; 

killed ue » said his his apartment window and have “And how old is the prospective 

Killed ma 100, said his pal. more dust blow out than in. bride? 

A tramp knocked on the door of « - . . fae iwvayt mnemened Hae Old 

an inn known as “George and The My psychiatrist says I have a , 

Dragon.” When the landlady Persecution complex. But I know a The doctor was flabbergasted
. 

opened the door the tramp asked, he says that because he hates me. Why an age disparity ke that 

“Could you spare a hungry man a cee could easily prove fatal,” he ex- 

bite to eat?” Response of a Cuyahoga Falls, claimed. 

“No!” snapped the woman, slam- mother of 17 upon being asked by The aged romeo thought this 

ming the door. the judge how she’d liked spend- over for a few seconds and then 

The tramp knocked again and — ing the night in jail on a drunk after weighing the pros and con 

slipped his foot in as the woman charge. “Your Honor, that was the carefully, made up his mind. 

opened the door. “Could I speak first good night’s sleep I’ve had in “Well doc,” he said, “that’s her 

to George?” 20 years.” tough luck. If she dies, she dies!” 
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At three o'clock in the morning, When a company’s ace salesman Policeman (producing note- 
the drunk returned home from a was transferred from the West book): “What’s your name?” 
particularly rambunctious night of Coast to the East, his old boss sent Motorist: “Aloysius Alastair Syp- 
bacchanlia. About five minutes along a letter to his new boss, in rian.” 
after he opened the door his wife which he explained that the fellow Policeman (putting notebook 
heard a loud crash in the living — was a crack salesman, but unfor- away): “Well, don’t let me catch 
room. tunately had a serious vice—gam- you again.” 

“George, what are you doing?” bling. When he arrived on the job, aw ¢ 
dhe: asked the new boss said, “I hear that you 
i . like to gamble. What do you bet In Boston, there were two broth- 

Teaching your damned goldfish on?” “Anything” was the reply. ers, one a bachelor and the other 
not to bark at me.” “For example, I'll bet you $25 that | married, who looked so much alike 

ea 8 you have a mole on your back.” 5. could hardly fl them ily 
“ — 5 . ‘Tll take that bet,” said the new ne lost his wife, and shortly 

rem Sch athe en boss, peeling off his shirt. The afterwards the other lost his fish- 

with humanity threatened with salesman paid off and the next day ae zow boat, aie Silapidated 
total destruction through atomic the new boss wrote his western orart which, fell apart and, san 
war with Russian Ameri counterpart, in which he boasted suddenly. 

44 4 ussian—American ‘ 
diplomatic relations strained that he had already taught the A few days later, a kindly old 
almost to the breaking point, it’s salesman a good lesson. In a few lady met the boat owner and mis- 
up to people like you and me to days he received a reply. “He wins took him for the brother whose 

cooperate!” again. Before he left, he bet me —_ wife had died: “Oh, Mr. Jones, 
cee $200 that he would have the shirt said she, “I’m so sorry to hear of 

off your back within five minutes your loss.” 
Life Insurance Salesman: At the after he met you.” He, thinking she meant the boat 

age of 75 there are 18 per cent ge & of course, said: “Loss? Forget it. 
more women than men.” I should have put the axe to that 

Prospect: “At the age of 75, who An attractive young lady lay on _ old tub long ago; she belonged in 
cares?” a bed in the receiving ward of a the bottom of the ocean. Smelly 

aoe Washington hospital covered only thing full of fish odors. Tried to 

Two men, neither very bright with a large sheet. Two young sell her but who would have her? 
were helping to build a house. One gentlemen passed by and Were Even that thick paint job couldn't 
kept picking up nails, looking at struck by the young lady's lovely hide the fact that she was all 
them, keeping some and throwing fonts, Dine stqppest, iixere back chewed up. Finally I couldn't 
others away, the sheet, and carefully examined handle her; I rented her to some 

“Why are you throwing away so the patient a head to foot. aoys lsokery tor @ gted aes but 
many nails?” asked his companion. De a think you wil) have 40) there: were #90: many’ oe rest, Bas “Gecavse they ate potted ths operate?” the girl asked anxiously suddenly she just cracked up and 

wrong way. They have the head ehle® @- few Maines: fell apart. Hey, somenodly, on the wrong end.” “Oh, you'll have to ask one of quick! This old lady has fainted! 

“You fool. These are for the the doctors, said one of the young = P's 
other side of the house.” men cheerily, “We're engineers. A couple of sailors laying over 

eee aoa f for a day or two in Sweden de- 
The one-ring circus was visiting 5  & “f 1 cided to go to church. Knowing no 

a town in the hills. The folks there aly le at iy ah whan L died Swedish, they figured io play safe 
all recognized all the instruments ‘his 4 ee he heed holst a, PY, Picking out a dignified looking 
of the band except for the shde This evoted husband pte mold gentleman sitting in front of 
trombone. eee After which e placed them and doing whatever he did. 

One old settler watched the - ane tov — wide During the service the pastor 
player for quite isome: time, élen display a love or his departed made a special announcement of 
turning to his son, said: “Don't let mate by having her ashes near some kind, and the man in front 
on that you're watchin’ him. There him, he placed the vase on his of them started to rise, at which 
is a trick to it; he ain't really swal- study desk. ; ; the two sailors quickly got to their 
lerin’ it” ? After a while, as is the human feet, to be met by roars of laughter 

: habit, he more or less forgot her — from the whole congregation. 

“ee “presence” and became quite care- When the service was over and 
Victims of an accident in Scot- less with his cigar ashes by using they were greeted by the pastor at 

land were still lying on the road. the vase for an ash tray. the door, they discovered he spoke 

Along came a native and said to a One evening, a friend who had English and naturally asked what 
man lying on his back “Has the — known the departed well, was vis- the cause of the merriment had 
insurance man been ’roon yet?” iting the widower, and casually been. 

“No,” was the reply. glanced into the vase. “Oh,” said the pastor, “I was 
“Ah, weel,” said the Scot, Ill “Ah,” he said, “I noticed your announcing a baptism and asked 

just lie doon aside ye.” wife has put on a little weight.” the father of the child to stand.” 
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7 THESE GRADUATES THRIVE ON CREATIVE CHALLENGES... THEY'RE 
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> 
ante ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING 

. J. Hummer J. H. Trumble 
University of Toledo—BSEE—1961 University of Dayton—BSEE—1960 

a 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
R. J. Hayes 
Indiana Tech—BSME—1956 

ere’s a challenging, rewarding future for 
ee 

| . What they have 
. ¥ - C.W. Ludvigsen, Manager— Systems Sales, a elie ——— 

re - - is approach has paid off! Though Oe tells how creative graduates contribute to industry has barely scratched. the 
ip. | ploneering, automation developments. surface of the automation potential, 
- our credentials already are quite 

Now, to meet the pressing challenge manufacturing, and warehousing profit-making automation sys- 
of industrial automation, Cutler- operations. Then, by applying their téiis Bich as @ bundlé-handlin 
Hammer has formed a number of individual talents and creative system for 30 major newspaper maul 
automation project teams. ingenuity to develop, design, build, eons a noice handling Svs. 

These teams combine the techni- and install practical automation tem for a eatieae abliaher * 
cal and manufacturing talents of systems that will insure good return US Post Office eri handle 
versatile, seasoned specialists and on investment. systems in 14 major cities pallet 

yea business orients engineering Where they work handling systems... more than a 
Their primary job: to make sure Automation teams work together score of major steel-mill finishing 

that a customer’s automation in- i2 @ Milwaukee-based, modern, lines... automatic warehouse con- 
500,000 square foot plant specifi- trol systems . . . and auto body-line vestment pays an adequate return. J * A 
cally designed to house every handling systems are just a few 

How they work activity involved in the evolution examples of our creative planning 
How do they meet this challenge? of a complex system...inacreative and developmental skill at work. 
By working with customer engineers climate that is conducive to imagi- e <459 
and consultants to isolate cost native planning and pioneering What is your opportunity? 
problems in industrial process, development. What are the advantages to you 
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MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING CONTROL ENGINEERING ANALYTICAL ACCOUNTING 
R. H. Menzel L. Gall A. E. Morgan 
Michigan Tech—BSME—1955 University of Illinois—BSEE—1960 University of Wisconsin—BA—1960 

e 

ou,too,on a Lutier-Hammer automation team 9 9 

is a young, creative-minded grad- ue oe 
1ate? Short range, it’s an exceptional es resi ia i le 

»pportunity—if you spark to the (Rp AQSe@a@ a"); laa! A CUTLER-HAMMER AUTO- 
thallenge of finding new solutions FP FAI HO oe 7 MATION TEAM helped the 
© tough manufacturing problems. UC be - WALL STREET JOU RIVAL Selva 
An unusual opportunity to get SO eS er es. major production and distribu- 
leeply involved in problem solving payee ee “a | op =, tion problems of a national 

2 Feet: we . es. newspaper by designing and 
right from the start! : ry V Be, — building control systems for 

Long range, being a key member 1 \ ~~ oo two new, highly automated 
of a Cutler-Hammer automation a on, — f printing plants. Controls per- 
team is an excellent way to get the fa & fe 4 a F oe mit the world’s fastest presses 
jiversified experience so essential “ | -& toe e serpent the 
to continuing career development . tao we = ’ i . 
and future advancement. It’s parti- 4 | i; “ 
cularly beneficial if you have e J £& Cutler-Hammer is an equal 
aspirations to move into manage- hs opportunity employer. 
ment ranks. a / % 

Want to know more? 

Write today to T.B. Jochem, Cutler- WHAT'S NEW? ASK... 
Hammer, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a3 g 7 
for complete information. And, plan CS U T L EE FR - rm A | Ni = re (¢ = | 

io meet with our representative Cutler-Hammer Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin ® Divisions: AIL; Thayer Scale * Subsidiaries: Uni-Bus, Inc.; Cutler- — 
when he visits your campus soon. Hammer International, C.A. ® Associates: Cutler-Hammer Canada, Ltd.; Cutler-Hammer Mexicana, S.A. [ieieladnaiadeea 
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By Clifton Fonstad, Jr., EE°65 EF jy 7) ee 

/ NV //, . 
O KEEP pace with the ever 

"T aansine world of engineer- 
ing, the brain-teaser depart- 

ment. of the Wisconsin _Engineer “Siar and brothers have I sand buggy in which to make the 
keeps changing also. This column none! trip. The buggy had a gas tank 
is under new management but the But that man’s father was my which held twenty gallons of gaso- 4 
adjustment should not be hard for fathex’s son” line. The buggy also had a 180 
you to make for little has been What relation was the speaker gallon spare tank (gas in this tank 
changed. Each month the Mental to the subject of the portrait? could be removed for storage or 
Maze will contain about a half 4. And, here’s a word puzzle, Put in the gas tank proper; but 
dozen puzzles—several of average These are always tricky so don’t gas in the gas tank could not be 
difficulty and one or two, hope- do anything drastic if the solution removed ) and the dealer threw in 
fully, hard challengers. eludes you with the purchase a large supply 

So, let’s get started on the first The 1 his sav? of Goodyear rubber “balloon” stor- ‘ 
puzzle—the first turn in this What does this say? age tanks; all of which the staff 
month’s Mental Maze. Stand taking to taking. thought was a bit odd until they 

1. An appropriate beginning for I you're throw my discovered the buggy got only one 
| the year is Tartaglia’s Riddle. In 5. Most of the puzzles compris- mile to the gallon. If the profits 

ancient times it was often posed to ing the Mental Maze will be work- from the Engineer left only enough 
beginning logicians and goes like able without an excess of mathe- money to buy 1600 gallons of gas- 
this: matics, but once in awhile a puzzle oJine, did the staff get across the 4 

If half of 5 were 3, what would will come along which requires a desert and, if so, how? Remember, 
a third of ten be? little extra preparation. See if you the buggy could only take a total 

2. That one shouldn't have been can spot the fallacy in the follow- of 200 gallons on each trip, i.e. the 
hard but while you're still getting ing proof that 0 = 1. balloon tanks could be carried 
back in shape for these mental Integrate 1/x dx by parts letting along but not while filled with 
gymnastics, let’s try another u = 1/x, and dv = dx. Thus, du = gasoline. : 

quickly. —1/x? dx, and v = x. 
Remember the farmer who { 1/x dx = x(1/x) —§x(—1/x?) dx Answers: Answers to each 

counted his cows by counting the \ I/xdx = 1+ { 1/xdx month’s puzzles will appear in the 

legs and dividing by 4? The same { 1/xdx — (I1/xdx=1 following month’s issue. Several 

gentleman kept his sheep and O=1 years ago, the Wisconsin Engineer 
chickens in the same manner. If offered prizes to readers who sent 
he counted 78 legs and 35 heads, If you really know your calculus in the answers the soonest and, 

how many sheep and how many the answer should be a snap. while there is no such contest this 
chickens did he have? 6. Even if you've breezed through — year (as of yet), I invite you to 

3. All puzzles aren’t mathemati- this month’s maze thus far, this send your solutions and comments 
cally based, of course. Relativity — problem should make a fitting chal- to me—Clifton, Fonstad, Jr., % | 
problems, relativity as used with lenge for you. It's one that con- Wisconsin Engineer, 333. Mechan- 

families, that is, have been around fronted us several months ago. ical Engineering Bldg., Madison, 
for many years and most of them The Wisconsin Engineer staff Wisconsin. If interest is large 
are so obvious they're hard. See wanted to attempt a trip across enough, the contest might be re- 
how fast you can solve this next four hundred miles of barren des- vived. In any event comments are 
proposition. ert last summer so they bought a always welcome. 
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No preconceptions, please. Too often they point you processing, or otherwise handling light-sensitive prod- 
away from the buried treasure. Because Kodak is uct smoothly, bugless, and at the miraculous rates he properly known as a grand place for chemical engineers had promised in the preliminary design report. He ac- 
and chemists, fledgling electronic engineers may over- complishes this by keeping abreast of the state of his look us. All the better for those who don’t. Particularly art instead of considering his diploma an exemption for those who would rather apply ideas than dream from learning anything new. 
them, unfashionable as candor compels us to sound. He deals with people as smoothly as with things. 

It takes all kind of electronic engineers to make to- He would rather put his roots down in the community 
day’s world, but we think we clearly see the ones likely where he lives than root himself in one narrow box of to wind up nearer the helm here 25 years hence: engineering specialization. He welcomes changes of pace 
When his projects are evaluated, he’d rather be right more than of place. 

than ahead of his time. He finds it cozy to know that if times change, our 
He works few if any miracles with sealing wax, old diversification leaves dozens of directions to go without 

shoestring, and new developments in plasma harmonics, fighting the cold world outside. 
but when they turn off the lights in the big darkroom, Care to talk to us? Above remarks apply to more than 
his machine from the very first crack starts inspecting, just electronic engineers. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.



COULD YOU OUT-THINK A COMPETITOR? 

Consider a Career 

in Technical Marketi 
An Interview Q. Mr. Smith, | know engineering plays a role in the design and manufacture 

of General Electric products, but what place is there for an engineer in 

ith G E ’ marketing? 

wi wees S A. For certain exceptionally talented individuals, a career in technical market- 

si ing offers extraordinary opportunity. You learn fast what the real needs of 

J. S. Smith, customers are, under actual industrial conditions. You are brought face-to-face 

° . with the economic realities of business. You participate in some of the most 

Vice President exciting strategic work in the world: planning how to out-engineer and out-sell 

. , competitors for a major installation. 

Marketing and Q. Sounds exciting. But I’ve worked hard for my technical degree. I’m worried 

. . that if | go into marketing, | won’t use it. 

Public Relations A. Don’t worry—you'll use all the engineering you’ve learned, and you'll go 

on learning for the rest of your life. In fact, you'll have to. You see, the basic 

‘Sie. purpose of business is to sense changing customer needs, and then marshal 

ENN IC resources to meet them profitably. That means that you must learn to know 
ene each customer’s operations and needs almost as well as he understands them 

. 2 himself. And with competitors trying their best to outdo you, believe me— 

a every bit of knowledge and skill you’ve got will be called into play. 

a ee ty ¥ Q. Is that why you said you wanted “‘exceptionally talented people’? 

. ~ ] A. Technical marketing is not everybody’s dish of tea. It takes great personal 

tome drive and energy, and a talent for managing the work of others in concert with 

a your own. It takes flexibility... imagination . . . ingenuity . . . quick reflexes 

es” . .. leadership qualities. If you’re nervous with people or upset by quick- 
changing situations, I don’t think technical marketing’s for you. But if you are 

, excited by competition, like to help others solve technical problems, and enjoy 

NG seeing your technical work put to the test of real operation—then you may be 

one of the ambitious men we’re looking for. 

Q. Now what, actually, does a man do in technical marketing? 

Mr. Smith is a member of General A. Let me describe a typical situation in General Electric. A field sales 

Electric's Executive Office and is engineer is in regular contact with his customers. Let’s say one of them makes 

in charge of Marketing and Public an inquiry, or the sales engineer senses that the time is right for a proposition. 

Relations Services. Activities report- With his field application engineer, he determines the basic equipment needed. 

ing to Mr. Smith include marketing Then he contacts the marketing sales specialist in the G-E department that 

consultation, sales and distribution, manufactures that equipment. The sales specialist, working closely with his 

marketing research, marketing per- department’s product engineers, specifies an exact design—realistic in function 

sonnel development, and public rela and cost. Then the sales engineer and his s rti g ke tk 
tions as well as General Electric's eo ) Sales engineer: and.tus' Supporting team. try’ to make) the 
perticipation in the forthcoming sale, changing and improving the proposition as they get cues from the competi- 
New York World’s Fair. In his tive situation. If the sale is made—a very satisfying moment—then the installa- 

career with the Company, he has tion and service engineers install the equipment and are responsible for its 

had a wide variety of assignments operation and repair. With the exception of the product design engineers, all 
in finance, relations, and marketing, these people are in technical marketing. Exciting work, all of it. 
and was General Manager of the 

Company’s Outdoor Lighting De- Q. In college we learn engineering theory. How do we get the sales and busi- 
partment prior to his present ap- ness knowledge you mentioned? 
pointment in 1961. . . 

A. At General Electric, a solid, well tested program of educational courses will 

eee quickly advance both your engineering knowledge and your sales capacities. 
| For more information on @ But perhaps even more important, you'll be assigned to work with some of the 
| career in Technical Marketing, crack sales engineers and application and installation men in the world, and 

write General Electric Company, that’s no exaggeration. A man grows fast when he’s on the sales firing line. As 
| Section 699-08, Schenectady, a FORTUNE writer once put it, the industrial sales engineer needs “that prime 
| New York 12305. combination of technical savvy, tactical agility, and unruffled persuasiveness.” 

_ Have you got what it takes? 699-08 

Progress /s Our Most Important Product
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